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PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON

MAY 10, 2019

THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI. STATE OF HAWAII. CONVENED A PUBLIC

HEARING ON FRIDAY, MAY 10, 2019 AT 11:00 A.M., IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER,
KALANA O MAUI BUILDING. WAILUKU, HAWAII, WITH CHAIR KELLY KING PRESIDING,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING TESTIMONY ON THE PROPOSED REAL

PROPERTY TAX RATES FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1,
2019 TO JUNE 30. 2020.

CHAIR KING: Good Morning, still. This is the Maui County Council Real Property Tax Public
Hearing. We are, it's 11:00 a.m. We are here to take public testimony on the real
property tax and also take action later on after the public hearing is completed. Today
is May 10, 2019 and Mr. Clerk, if you'll take roll.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

COUNCILMEMBERS

SHANE

M. SINENCI, MICHAEL

J.

MOLINA, G. RIKI HOKAMA,TAMARA A.M. PALTIN, YUKI LEI K.
SUGIMURA, NATALIE A. KAMA, AND CHAIR KELLY T. KING.
EXCUSED:

COUNCILMEMBERS ALICE L LEE; VICE-CHAIR KEANI N.W.
RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ.

(Councilmember Lee and Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez were not present when
the roll was called; however, they arrived at the 11:06 a.m. and 11:53 a.m.,
respectively.)

COUNTY CLERK JOSIAH K. NISHITA: Madam Chair, that is seven Members present, two
Members excused. A quorum is present to conduct the business of the Council.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

CHAIR KING: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Clerk. And before we proceed, can I just have
everybody in the chambers silence cell phones or any other noise making devices that
you have. Thank you very much and thank you for the wonderful decorum. And for
those of you who came early and sat for the last 40 minutes waiting for us to start, the
official start time was 11:00 a.m.

So, we will proceed, Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Madam Chair, pursuant to section 3.48.565B of the Maui County Code,
the Council of the County of Maui held the Public Hearing on Wednesday,
April 24, 2019 on the proposed Real Property Tax Rates for the County of Maui
effective July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020. The purpose of this meeting is to
consider the proposed resolution entitled "ADOPTING THE REAL PROPERTY TAX
RATES FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019". Notice of this

meeting was published in the May 2 and 5, 2019 editions of the Maui News.
Currently, we have two testifiers waiting at our Molokai District Office. Molokai District
Office, please introduce your first testifier?
MS. ZHANTELL LINDO: Aloha, Chair. This is Zhan at the Molokai District Office. Our first
testifier is Liko Wallace.

PRESENTATION OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTIMONY
MS. LIKO WALLACE:

Aloha, Chair King, and Councilmembers. My name is Liko Wallace, I am a resident of
Molokai and would like to speak in support of raising the RPT for Short Term Rentals,
Hotels and all visitor accommodations. I also believe that they all should be charged
at the same rate.

Each run their property as a business and therefore should be prepared to invest in
that business accordingly. There's been a lot of testimonies on people losing their jobs
and hotels shutting down if taxes were raised. We speculate that such increases would
devastate the tourism industry and suffer a loss to our revenue stream. If that is true,
than our greatest, then our greatest problem is not jobs, it is our detriment to
dependency to tourism.
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Short term rentals take away from our housing inventory and should have never been
allowed in the first place. Regardless of my personal opinions on the subject, the fact
is that visitor accommodations invite and increase strain on our roads, infrastructures,

emergency services, and environment, and they should be happy and willing to
preserve that, which makes them money. It seems efficient and beneficial to keep all
of them at the same tax rate.

In addition, I would like to address the increase in residential RPT and thank you for

your efforts to balance that out with the increase in exemptions. However, it is
important to address that the minimum $400 tax rate set by the Council is a hardship
and unfair to those of us who elect to live within our means and purchase smaller more

affordable homes. Those who live in this valuation bracket would pay less than $400
in RPT even at the proposed rate but end up paying $400 because of our minimum
cap. I am not sure how the Council decided this number, but it would, it may be
beneficial to reevaluate the reasoning and justification. I am also opposing the
increase of the .05 homeowners. Mahalo for your attention to my matter.

CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Ms. Wallace. Any questions, Councilmembers? Seeing none.
Next testifier.
MS. UNDO: Our next testifier is Pualani Pua'oi Dawson.

MS. ELIZABETH PUALANI PUA'OI DAWSON:

Aloha, Councilmembers. My name is Elizabeth Pualani Pua'oi Dawson, Hoolehua
homesteader on the island of Molokai.

I oppose the 0.5 increase on homeowners. I am a resident of Molokai and would like
to speak in support of raising the real property taxes for Short Term Rentals, Hotels,
Resorts and Time Share.

I agree that we all have to pay our fair share of taxes and that these contributions invest

in the safety, wellness, and protection of our community and our people. I appreciate
all the work you have done to try and make accounting sense of our struggling
economy and I know that it is not an easy job.
I do believe that visitor accommodations real property taxes should be raised even
higher than the proposed rates suggested, and if that is not agreeable then they should
at least be one rate across the board. In the case of visitor accommodations, they are
making money off our island; resources and infrastructure. They are business and
generate revenue and should be made to support that business by paying higher real
property taxes. Mahalo. A hui hou.
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(Councilmember Lee arrived at the public hearing at 11:06 a.m.)
CHAIR KING: Mahalo and let's see, I want to recognize the presence of Councilmember Lee
who has joined us now.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Molokai District Office, do you have any further testimony?
MS. LIN DO: We have no further testifiers at the Molokai District Office.

COUNTY CLERK: Thank you, we currently have 11 individuals signed up to testify in the
Council chambers. The first person to testify in the Council chamber is Paul Roberts.
Mr. Roberts will be followed by Bob Hansen.

MR. PAUL ROBERTS. ANDAZ MAUI AT WAILEA RESORT:

Aloha, Madam Chair. Aloha, Councilmembers. Aloha kakou. Greetings, my name is
Paul G. Roberts, I have been employed by Hyatt Hotels for 24 years. I grew up on

Oahu and started my hospitality career in "the trenches" at the Hyatt Regency Waikiki.
I started in entry level position in Food & Beverage and I've worked my way up through
many departments and responsibilities. I'm currently the Director of Facilities at the,
at one of Hyatt's premier resorts, the Andaz Maui Resort at Wailea.
During my 24 years in the industry, I've not only worked and built my career through
the auspices of Hyatt, but I've been able to contribute my time and energy to the hotel
community at large, through Hyatt's enthusiastic and sincere participation in service
activities such as Easter Seals, and our annual Charity Walk and many other activities
and campaigns which provide support both financially and through pro bono support
activities. The hotel wide support of such of collaborative charitable activities has given
me a great opportunity to give back to our community and the enthusiasm exhibited by
our many employees, as well as management confirms our commitment to our
increased role in support of important local social welfare organizations. I must admit
that I feel strong sense of pride knowing that I'm giving back to the community that
nurtured me as a young man.

Now, through the opportunities given me in my employment in our visitor industry, I'm
greatly blessed to assist my family in their many endeavors and support my elderly
mother in this time of life when she's depending on her children. The hospitality

industry has generously and enthusiastically supported my own personal grovtrth and
life journey, for which I will be eternally appreciative. I want to believe that the same

opportunities and blessings provided me will always be available to the next
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generations as they grow into maturity also seeking a meaningful life. For these
reasons, I wish to record my opposition to this proposal.

Please reconsider this, please reconsider the Council budget proposal of increasing
the real estate property taxes for Hotels at $11. This will, in fact, increase our tax bill
50 percent and $500[sic] per year. Our Hotel value was increased this year and our
bill is already going up 27 percent at the current rate of $9.37. Please take the next
year to evaluate all of the new funds from new values and let's discuss as a community
the best use and if not, by the way, to make our community, our ohana, better through
a comprehensive and collaborative approach. Mahalo.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo. Any questions? No questions.
Thank you, Mr. Roberts.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Bob Hansen, to be followed by Donna Hansen.

MR. BOB HANSEN:

Aloha, Madam Chair. Aloha, Councilmembers. I know a lot of you. Thank you for
being on the Council. I agree with about 95 percent of what you do. But I'm here today
to talk about the increase in property taxes. I don't think the, I mean property taxes are
going to go up no matter what because property values go up and assessments go up.
And you get, you know, more and it just kind of keeps up with inflation.
But there is one thing, I mean, I own a short term rental myself, and I really think that
by raising the Short Term Rental rate and the Hotel rate by such a exorbitant amount,
you're really killing the gander that laid the golden egg. I mean Maul is so tied in with
tourism. I really, really believe that things are going to go south if we raise the rates so
much.

So, I own a vacation rental myself, and my taxes last year, 2018 were $6,869 a year.
So, if we just take that without the increase that is proposed and my, I'm sure the
assessment will go up too, which would make it even higher would be about $8,000.
Well, I took all my income, all my expenses, and I made $272 last year. That's it. So,
if my, my taxes go up by almost, you know, $1,500 to $2,000 then I'll be under water
by that much. So, I implore you to not increase the property taxes by this exorbitant
amount. Thank you.

CHAIR KING: I don't see any questions, so thank you, Mr. Hansen.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Donna Hansen, to be followed by Samuel Spurrier.
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MS. DONNA HANSEN:

Aloha, Madam Chair.
CHAIR KING: Aloha.

MS. HANSEN: And Councilmembers. I've lived on Maui with Bob for over 30 years. We've

been involved in a lot of charity functions. We give a lot back to the community and I
have really loved being an owner on Maui. I have watched Maui go up and down in
the economy and also comparing it to the other islands. I look to history to tell me the
future in many ways.

If you look at when we had a recession in the 90's, Mayor Linda Lingle and her Council
was pro small business and pro vacation rentals. Getting people in here and making
the economy grow, and we were a pretty darn strong economy, compared to the other
islands at that time, even though we were going through such a terrible recession. We
got out of that the strongest island, because the Council behaved to help, not hurt
tourism.

What's happened then when Tavares was the Mayor and her Council and the way that
they handled things on this island, we plummeted. I'm sure many of you remember all
those people that lost their job, all the people that backed all of the rentals that were
on the island. Paia was a ghost town, it was disgusting, and it was really, really sad to
see everybody suffering. Now the economy now, is good. We finally have crawled out
of that recession, it took us eight years. It appears to me right now that the present
Council and Mayor are looking to go backwards instead offon/vard.
I oppose raising all of the taxes with the exception of Time Share,they don't even have
any care for this island. Time share people come here, they stay a few days, a week,
they take those points and then they use those points to go to other places, Europe,
other countries besides that and other places in the nation. But you're giving them a
positive reinforcement, sorry, and so therefore, I really oppose this.

Please look at what happened before and our history and how we failed. I really truly
believe that if we don't turn around. If you go the way you're going, we are going to go
back into recession and we will again see a lot of people lose their jobs and the
investors won't come. We already have a reputation of being one of the most
expensive places to come visit. They will go back to Mexico, etc. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Samuel Spurrier, Director of Sales, Wailea Beach
Resort, Marriot Maul, to be followed by Tom Croly.

MR. SAMUEL SPURRIER:

Good Morning, Madam Chair and Councilmembers. My name is Sam Spurrier, a
resident of Kihei, a husband, father of three, soon to be four, and I enjoy volunteering
within my church, community, and mentoring students.
I have the opportunity on Tuesday to speak at the Academy of Hospitality and Tourism
for the graduating high school students, I'm looking forward to that.
I was born and raised on the island of Oahu and have been in the hospitality industry

for the last 13 years, with 8 of them here in Maui. Currently, I'm the Director of Sales
at the Wailea Beach Resort and happy to be here today with many of my colleagues
from the resort, and many from the industry that are here during their personal time.
It's a privilege to share testimony on behalf of the resort and tourism industry as it
relates to the opposition of the proposed increase in real property taxes.

It wasn't many years ago in 2008 when the visitor industry suffered a significant hit
which took years to recover. I particularly remember this time as I was finishing college
and seeking a career in hospitality. It was very difficult to get a job as there were many
hiring freezes.
Maui is fortunate to have a best in brand position. Although we have learned that we're

not immune to travel perceptions, last year we experienced the impact of the volcano.
Hurricane Lane, and Tropical Storm Olivia. The State reported visitor counts really
don't reflect job growth or total tax revenues. In 2008, transient accommodation tax
paid only for marketing expenses with no additional reserve. Today the TAT subsidizes
a portion of marketing, but also contributes approximately $450 million to the General
Fund, a very important economic contribution.

Our hotel occupancy has remained flat for the past six years; however our number of
full-time employees has grown by nearly 100 or 20 percent. This growth came after
ownership made a significant multimillion-dollar investment in the resort.

The proposed tax increase will deter investment, reduce jobs, and limit other
contributions to the community. As we all know, the visitor industry supports many

ancillary businesses including construction jobs, restaurants and many more.
Eighty percent of the dollars made through hotel stay, hotel stays within the island to

support businesses, home purchases, and other taxes. Although recent reduced from
the initial proposal, any increase in property taxes has rippling effects.
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It will reduce the community donations. Annually we give about $200,000 local in-kind
support. Hale Kau Kau is a great example. The food program offered at St. Theresa's,
we have an opportunity to participate there on a monthly basis to give service.
As recently reported by UHERO, we're looking at economic slowdown. For all the
reasons mentioned today, we ask that you carefully consider your recommended
property tax increases so that our industry continues to sustain a thriving community.
Mahalo for your time and consideration.

CHAIR KING: Mahalo. Any questions? No questions. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Tom Croly, to be followed by Lisa Paulson.

MR. TOM CROLY:

Aloha, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Aloha.

MR. CROLY: Aloha, Councilmembers. I'm Tom Croly speaking solely on my own behalf and
not representing anyone.

Mahalo for your work on this year's budget. I hope that each of you learned as much
as I do through this budget process, it's always very educational. This is my thirteenth
year of closely following the budget and I'm there with you every night watching till
11:00, and sometimes midnight, so I know what you've been through.
I'm disappointed that this Council finds the need to increase real property tax revenues
by 38, $36.8 million, however, if that's what it takes to meet the needs of Maui's people
and Maul County in general then so be it. But it doesn't go unnoticed that this is the
second largest tax increase in Maui history, and I suppose I wish more could have
been done to trim things and avoid a $36.8 million increase in real property tax.
Every year I come here to speak about the fairness of our real property tax rates and
how it's distributed, and this year is no different. The visitor industry for many years
has carried the load of Maui's real property taxes and it is the property owners of Short
Term Rental classification who are paying the largest share of that. Last year that was
$79 million. This year with the budget that you're preparing to pass it will be
$101 million.
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Collectively, the visitor industry is being asked to pay $34 million of the $36.8 million
increase that you're putting forward. The average short term rental owner, and I think
you just heard from one, paid $7,000 last year in real property tax and this year will
pay $8,600 in real property tax based on what you've proposed. This increase alone
of $1,600 is more than the total average property tax paid by Maui's resident
homeowners. $1,316 is the average bill paid by Maui's homeowners and the fact is,
three out offour Maui residents, people on Maui are residents at any given time. Those
three out of four are paying approximately 10 percent of Maui's real property taxes,
while the folks in the visitor industry are paying around 50 percent of the total.

Maui is unique in the whole in this respect, there is no place else, no place else in the
entire world where the residents don't pay the majority of the property tax. Maui is
blessed by that, that we do have this visitor industry that pays these large amounts.
Understand, there would be no roads, there would be no police, there would be no

parks, there would be no fire services without the $170 million of property tax provided
by the Maui visitor accommodations, however, again, and I say this every year, we are
out of balance. We need to find a better balance between what the visitor industry

pays and what the residents pay in real property tax. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Mr. Croly. I see no questions. Thank you for testimony.
Oh, I'm sorry, we have a question, Councilmember Paltin.
COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Hi, Mr. Croly. Thank you for coming today and sharing your
mana'o. I just was wondering that part in your testimony, where you said there's no

place in the world, were you just saying that as like a metaphor or did you actually
research all the other places in the world?
MR. CROLY: Thanks, thanks for that clarification. I'm not saying it as a metaphor. I can't
say I researched everyplace in the world, but I have enough of a knowledge of real
property tax systems across the country and I have researched other real property tax

systems where the visitor industry is, you know, large, and nowhere, nowhere does,
do the residents only pay 10 percent of the real property tax. That simply doesn't
happen.

COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: So, more like no place else in the country, for sure, you're not
real sure about the whole rest of the world?

MR. CROLY: Yeah, you're right. You're right. I can't say that I researched real property
taxes in Japan or in the Philippines and so forth, you're right. I'm probably, I probably
would, would limit my personal understanding and expertise to real property taxes to
the United States of America.
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COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Mr. Croly.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lisa Paulson, Executive Director for Maul Hotel & Lodging
Association, to be followed by Bobby Andrion.

MS. LISA PAULSON. MAUl HOTEL & LODGING ASSOCIATION:

Good Morning, Chair King and Members of the Council. My name is Lisa Paulson,
Executive Director of the Maui Hotel & Lodging Association. I am a paid lobbyist. I
represent 194 members of my association. I wouid iike to say that many of them are
here today and the colorfui shirts represent our Charity Walk shirts that we are going
to be sporting tomorrow at the Charity Waik.

I do stand on my written testimony that I submitted to you, however I'm just going to
highlight a coupie of sections. Maui Hotei & Lodging Association opposes the current
proposed real property tax rates for the three visitor tax ciassifications. These tax
ciassifications are the highest for Maui County. And the Hotei/Resort is proposed to
have the largest increase of 17.4 percent, the largest percentage increase in over
15 years. We keep hearing that it is time for the visitor to pay, when we already
contribute greatiy through TAT, GET and reai property taxes. Maui County generated
$182 miliion in TAT in 2018, of which $23.5 miilion came back to Maui County, the rest

to the State. The reai property taxes we generate through our visitor plant attribute to
42.5 percent of our overail reai property tax coliections. We would like to request
greater government efficiency instead of continually coming to the visitor industry for
tax increases.

Based on the increase in this year's properties assessed vaiues aione, $14 miliion
more wiil be generated. The average property valuation for Fiscal Year 2020 have
increased by 27 percent. Combine this with the proposed real property tax of 17.4,
many of our hotel properties are going to see a 50 percent increase in their taxes, and
this isn't thousands of doilars, this is almost millions of dollars for many of these
properties. If there is to be comparison, in addition we are seeing, many are saying
you should be compared to other counties in the state and if there is to be a comparison
of rates in other counties, then we ask that you look at all classifications, not just the
visitor plant. Other counties have a fair and equitable share of taxes across all
business classifications without the huge disparities like Maui does. Commercial and
industry rates should also be level with the visitor plant as they benefit from the visitor
industry.
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The hospitality industry does complete, compete nationally and internationally against
lower priced destinations. We do not have the market share that Oahu has, we do not
have an international airport with direct flights from Asia and Oceania.
I'd like to wrap up my testimony with thanking you for your time and your diligence in
working on this important budget for our community. And I do invite you all to come to
our Charity Walk tomorrow and see us in action. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Ms. Paulson. You have a question?
Councilmember Sinenci.

COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Ms. Paulson for being here. I
was just wondering, does the Hotel & Lodging Association, do they lobby to get some
of the TAT taxesMS. PAULSON: We do.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: -back to the island?

MS. PAULSON: We do. We worked really hard on HB419 this year that would have given a
million dollars to each county for their enforcement and regulation of illegal transient
vacation rentals, unfortunately it died. But we are always looking to, we can always
partner with the county and try and help you get more of those TAT dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you. Thank you. Chair.

CHAIR KING: Thank you. Thank you for being here Ms. Paulson, appreciate it. Thank you
for your written testimony.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Bobby Andrion, to be followed by Heather Heath.

MR. BOBBY ANDRION:

Madam Chair KingCHAIR KING: Aloha.
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MR. ANDRION: -good morning. Councilmembers, how are you today? As a Maui resident
and voter, I appreciate the efforts made to proposed 2020 budget, but still have
concerns regarding the suggested proposed real property tax increase. Particularly
the Hotel and the Resort increase, which could potentially to unintended consequences
for many Maui hotel workers.

While I applaud Council for listening to our early concerns regarding the massive 60
percent tax increase, I cannot in good conscious support the suggested large property
tax increase to the hotel industry. As many of you know, a significant number of Maui
residents work in the visitor hospitality industry, which consists of substantial
percentage of the entire private sector workforce in Maui. In fact, the private sector
workforce of Maui accounts for nearly 25,000 jobs in accommodation, hospitality, and
food service according to Department of Labor and Industrial Relations.

And these jobs rely heavily on tourism industry, directly and indirectly. Further, with
the loss of sugar which touches me real close because I'm part of that and pineapple
jobs of Maui including other agriculture jobs, more and more Maui residents are relying
on jobs that rely vastly on tourism spending. With such a large property tax increase
hotel may be forced to either lay off workers or rely on their jobs or pass along the tax
increase to visitors who reach a breaking point and stop visiting Maui all together or
reduce spending.

Additional revenue may be generated by increasing hotel property tax, but the loss of
revenue will occur as visitors decline and the workers are laid off resulting in less

consumer spending, ultimately less tax revenue. While I understand the need to
generate revenue for a successful operating budget, it should however be done in a
fair and reasonable manner. The current budget 2020, I'm sorry, the current proposed
2020 budget that will likely have negative consequences that could potentially result in
job losses and lost revenue generated defeating the purpose of raising the rates in the
first place.

Until Maui's economy expands to other sectors that provides good paying jobs,
attacking the sector that does, is ill advised. I strongly urge the Council to support the
Mayor's proposal for the real property tax rates which would result in unintended
consequences. Again, Madam Chair, Councilmembers, thank you for your time.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Mr. Andrion. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Heather Heath, to be followed by Scott Shapiro.
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MS. HEATHER HEATH:

Good morning, Counoil and guest. My name is Heather Heath and I am from Maui
Land Broker, we're a small real estate office, right on the corner on North Market. Our
office consists of three employees and we manage over 1,500 homeowners on a dally
basis.

I am here to testify that the Short Term Rental tax be increased to the highest above
all and here's my testimony.

We are Maui Land Broker and Property Management. We have personally witnessed
the impact of short term rentals on our local lifestyle and culture. We manage a small
condominium complex that over the past three years have drastically transitioned from
a nice enjoyable, quiet long term rental mixed use, where we have long term rental,
vacation rental and owner occupied. Over the three years, the complex has
transitioned to 90 percent short term rental, and please note that this building complex
is zoned for hotel, but just to show the evolution of the building in itselffrom short term,
sorry, from long term roots to short term.

The change in attitude towards our company was really profound. Instead of dealing
with people who has some local roots, or you know, local attitude, it became totally
about profit and room revenue. We have been called names. Been called out in
emails. I had an owner threaten me and say, "you're going to be responsible for my
loss of income for the night". Are you serious!

We are one of the very small business that accommodates the association
management in our local communities. We really try to help our owners, but this is a
new style of owner that comes in to the building complex, to our island with no common
interest to our values and to our aina here.

While not all short term rentals owners are chasing the all mighty dollar, please keep
that in mind, we do have a handful of owners who we enjoy... serving and working

with and dealing with on a daily basis. Some are very nice, many we've been dealing
with lately, don't have aloha for what we do and for what we produce within our
company. This is becoming our new demographic, people who have no roots in our
community and do not share any of our local working-class values.

And, with that being said, I am for hotel and I would like for the hotel to stay at a median
range, because what the hotel provides is jobs for our local working class. Thank you.
CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Ms. Heath. Thank you for being here. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Scott Shapiro, to be followed by Cliff Naeole.

MR. SCOTT SHAPIRO:

Good afternoon, everybody. Good afternoon. Council, Chair King. I was just looking
outside and there's some displays out there and there's a picture of the Maui Grand
Hotel, where Uptown Chevron is now, 1916 that was the Maui Grand Hotel. And now
we have other grander hotels here, on Oahu, all throughout the State. And if we look
at Oahu,just comparing us to Oahu, we know that these hotels are here for a reason.

They threaten their employees and Council with taking away their Charity Walk and
losing jobs, I don't think that's going to happen. They're here for a reason, to make
money. We've never seen their income statements. We don't know, maybe the
owners could absorb some of that increase, the owners of the hotel, the owners who

provide you guys jobs. Don't threaten your jobs or the Charity Walk.

Or I say if they take those away, next year we can increase the Hotel rate to $12.90, if
they take away the Charity Walk. We can fund it ourselves, we don't want that to be
taken away, but I think there's a lot of room in the revenue of the hotels to absorb this.
And it's kind of scary looking at the crowd here, I'm here by myself and I just have to
say it's important for you guys to have courage in front of this as well. It's a different
island then it was in 1916, so that's all. Thank you.

CHAIR KING: Thank you, Mr. Shapiro. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Cliff Naeole, to be followed by Mufi Hannemann.

MR. CLIFF NAEOLE:
Aloha kakou.
CHAIR KING: Aloha.

MR. NAEOLE:(Spoke in Hawaiian.)

Good morning to you all and thank you for allowing me to, all of us to have time to
come and express our views on this topic.
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I appear before you as a Native Hawaiian, first. As a cultural practitioner, second. As
a citizen of Maui County and an employee of the hospitality industry. The exact name
of my employer or my job title really doesn't matter. It's, what does matter to me is the

fact that I'm gainfully employed and I'm able to live here on this beautiful place called
Maui, in the State of Hawaii.

Being in the hospitality industry has not separated me from any others, from any of
you. For 28 years I've drove the trek from Central Maui to Kapalua, I faced the two,
three, four, five hour delays. I faced the fires and being separated from my home or
from my work for two days. I've been fined for camping on the beach for one day, but
yet I see houseless there who've been there for weeks, they don't get fined, but I got
fined. So, it affects me.

I try to do family picnics without being bombarded by crowds that constantly come into
my so called "space". And yet I bear these negatives because I see a lot of positives.
I do. The industry is changing. I am able to live here and not be forced to move
somewhere that I have to fit into their style of life, at the same time, I want to be here
and be my style of life.

I get to love and appreciate the gathering of cultures within this island, so I'm asking
you, you that set our rules and regulations to think of the greater good. Maui is indeed
in dire need of restructuring its roadways, health care, educational programs and
homeless houseless situations. And I believe that most of us here are gathered here

in support of restructuring these thoughts.

My concern is that we seem to be taking a sledge hammer to open a glass case. I'll
be honest with you and say that I don't know all the fancy numbers, I don't know all the
fancy lingo and rhetoric that goes with this, but I do see that shattering this glass case
will affect many, many people of all levels here in this room and with the island. Let's
determine with close scrutiny the long term effects upon the whole.
I truly believe that we are able to determine a more fair and gradual increase, especially
in the hotel industry, that will find a balance for the benefit for all. I have walked the
fine line of commerce, community and culture in my job title. At times I have to ask,
access one to provide for the other. I try to not affect, as much as possible, or destroy
the others by doing so.

Thank you very much for your time. I am anti-exploitation of culture projects. I am prosustainable growth and energies. I am pro agriculture and I work ecological
environmental changes. So please, I ask you to think carefully about this sledge
hammer that you're about, that you may be about to take. I know you sit down on your
Councilmember, in your Council and discuss.
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CHAIR KING: Thank you. I have to ask you to wrap it up.
MR. NAEOLE: Thank you, sorry.

CHAIR KING: Thank you very much, thank you for your testimony.
MR. NAEOLE: My apologies.
CHAIR KING: It's okay.
Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifler Is MufI Hannemann, President and CEO of Hawaii Lodging
& Tourism Association, to be followed by Gregg Nelson.

MR. MUFI HANNEMAN. HAWAII LODGING & TOURISM ASSOCIATION:

Aloha mai kakou. Good morning, everyone. It's my pleasure to be here today on
behalf of the Hawaii Lodging & Tourism Association. Let me explain what we're all
about. We are the largest private sector visitor Industry organization In the State. We
consist of hotels as well as we say, "allied" members. These are businesses that are
dependent upon tourism to ensure that they are able to provide the greatest number
of jobs and alike. The relationship with Maul Hotel & Lodging Association Is that they
are one of our affiliate chapter members. We have chapters In each county.

So, I came here today to share my mana'o with you. Also, as someone who's worn
the hat of a Mayor and a County Councllmember and I appreciate the arduous task
that you're going through In trying to balance the budget. And In that regard, some of
the things that I think are very Important that I'd like to stress before you today.
Whenever you look at a budget and I've seen this also from a State perspective having
run the State Department of Business, Economic Development, Tourism. Whenever
a budget Is presented, I think the first thing you have to make sure that every
organization does Is to see whether In fact you have cut as much as you can. I can
tell you right now through the years, there Is fat In every budget. I can also say to you
there's always a nice to have projects that can wait for another day as opposed to need
to have projects that need to be funded.
And thirdly, there are always special funds that are sometimes set aside for a rainy

day, surplus. Right now, I'm arguing that fact with the Honolulu City Council that also
wants to raise the property taxes on hotels In Honolulu. They want to put $15 million
Into a Special Reserve Fund because they say, the Administration says It's Important
to maintain the bond rating. Well the AA+ bond rating hasn't changed since I left office.
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so I'm imploring the City Council, do not use that $15.5 million to set aside for the
Special Reserve Fund. Use it as part of your operating budget so you don't have to
feel tempted to raise property taxes again on the hotels.

That being said when you've exhausted all those options, then you come down to a,
what we say is revenue enhancement. Revenue enhancement leads to taxes. I really
believe having looked at your proposal, I know you've done a meticulous job of trying
to see how you can come across with a fair and equitable proposal. I really believe
this places an undue burden on the hotels.
There is no question that despite the increasing number of visitors that are coming to
Hawaii, coming Maui, it does not correspond to record profits that hotels can accrue.
Let me explain, arrivals continue to increase but visitor spending is down. Visitor
spending is down throughout the State, because we have a different kind of traveler
that's coming here now. Many of them are gravitating to transient vacation rentals.
We're not against-

CHAIR KING: Mr. Hannemann, can you wrap up, please?

MR. HANNEMAN: Yup. We are not against transient vacation rentals, but we are against
illegal transient vacation rentals. Now, let me just be very clear and succinctCHAIR KING: We have a three-minute button that went off.

MR. HANNEMAN: Can somebody ask me a question, so I can continue? I came all the way
from Honolulu, caught a flight, stood in line.
CHAIR KING: Okay, we have a question.
MR. HANNEMAN: Show me some love.
CHAIR KING: Councilmember Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Madam Chair.

Good afternoon, Mr. Hannemann. Nice to see you here today. My question will be
more about the rate that Oahu hotels pay there, which is still higher than what we are
considering here on Maui. Can you tell us how the hotels are faring over there with
the property tax rate that they have?

MR. HANNEMAN: Okay, so, but everything is relative. Okay, Oahu has a $2.9 billion
operating budget, okay, taxes from the hotels are about 15 percent into the real
property taxes they collect as a whole. As you've heard here said earlier, you're talking
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about 42 percent that comes from the lodging community that goes Into your budget.
And your budget Is $655 million. I think.

That being said, Oahu is also going to suffer dire consequences, and there they're
trying to raise the tax increase by a dollar. And the reason is this, valuations have
risen, here 32 percent over the last five years. You are getting more monies at the
same rate and I think that's where the hotel industry comes in and says, you know, if

they're getting more from what they charge before, where is that money going to? And
I think that needs to be explained better if you want to continue to take from those that
are supporting you in this particular case.

And I also want to emphasize that things are not hunky-dory. This transient vacation
rental, I know you want to also look at it here, they're taking more and more of that
market and they're impacting communities. And it hurts our hotel employees because
they cannot live and reside in areas that they'd like to live in because of what they're
charging the folks that come from the mainland in our community and alike. So I know
it's difficult for you to rethink this proposal, but I would ask that you take another look
at it because it is going to create problems.

The last thing I want to say, and none of them will say this here. A few years ago, I
use to tell folks, remember when we use to go to the big box retailers and there was

always a person at the register? What do you see now when you go? Automation.
We don't want to go down that path here on Maui, Oahu, Waikiki, all these other areas
here. But it's happening on the mainland, more and more robots are taking the jobs of
our visitor industry employees. That's part of what makes us special, to have a person
greet you warmly, say "Aloha" to you, hug you, hold you. I don't want to see this
happen, and I'm not saying it's going to happen immediately but you got to figure out
that these owners of these hotels ... if it's costing more and more to do business in
Hawaii, what's our alternative?

One hotel operator told me this morning, this 350 room hotel here on Maui, if the
increase in the property tax proposal goes through, as well as,the taxes that they have
to pay for the TAT and the GET he's looking at $21,000 per employee that it will cost
to be able to afford these taxes.

And I also want to say to you, I argue very vociferously at the State Legislature that the
TAT on Maui should not be paying for Honolulu's rail. That's unfair. And these are the
kind of taxes that we have to deal with, it should have come out of the general excise
tax, not the TAT. I know my time is up, I can sing you a song if you want me to stay
up here longer.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, thank you very much Mr. Hannemann. Certainly, your
orator skills are still very strong as a former elected official. I appreciate that. You've
answered my question, thank you.
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CHAIR KING: Okay, we have one more question for you.
Councilmember Kama.

COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Thank you. So, you know, the President of the United States
did a tax cut and that tax cut actually benefitted all the people in the hotel industry. So
how does that equal out to how the tax benefits that we had got versus the taxes that
the people on the bottom never got? And so, when I'm trying to equate this huge hotel
telling me they are going to have to lay off people, that they are going to have to do
this and do that and it puts a threat and holds a threat over the people, I can't live with
that and I won't live with that.

And I just want you to know that, and I am not going to cow tow to an industry that
throws these things over our people's head, that's not right, that's not fair. And if you
want to talk to us, then talk to us, but don't use them against us for what we are trying
to attempt to do to help everybody on the County and that's just me speaking, not the
Council. Thank you.
MR. HANNEMAN: May I answer?

CHAIR KING: Would you like to respond?

MR. HANNEMAN: Yes, yes, please. I appreciate your mana'o and that's part of democracy.
We all come from a different point of view. But the President's tax cut did not help me
at all, and my salary is not bad. I paid more taxes than I ever have done in my life,
okay, so you're referring now to the folks at the top level of these corporations and
alike. Okay, Hawaii is part of, we have some hotels that are locally owned, we have
some hotels that are part of a national chain. So to me it's unfair to single them all out
and categorize them in one class and say they're all making money because that's not
the case.

Secondly, I would hope that you would consider what the industry does to give back to
the community. We are not here to threaten that layoffs are going to happen, we're

just saying what has happened in other areas. The Modern Honolulu, nobody thought
they would be cutting back, they cut back as a result of what's going on. And it's not
just the factors of, that we can control, but throughout the State of Hawaii and Counties,
these illegal transient vacation rentals has to be resolved and I would implore you after
you do this, you folks look at that. Cause that is hurting, and it's not just the bottom

line of hotels who are not getting as many visitors, it's people who want to rent and
reside in these communities, it's happening there.
So, we are giving back, I believe in major meaningful ways. When you come to Hawaii,
you do as the Hawaiians do and I would just hope that maybe you kind of give us an
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open mind and look at some of those things there. Understand, we are not here to
convince you or to tell you what to do and how to vote, but I'm here in the spirit of
Hawaiiana sharing my mana'o with you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Mr. Hannemann.

COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Councilmember Kama.

Thanks for being here, appreciate you traveling from Oahu. Sorry, we don't have time
for a song, but next time maybe.
MR. HANNEMANN: I'd do it next time, hana hou.
CHAIR KING: Mr. Clerk. Mr. Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Gregg Nelson from Napili Kai Beach Resort. Mr. Nelson
is the last individual who has signed up to testify in the Council chamber or the District
Offices.

MR. GREGG NELSON. NAPILI KAI BEACH RESORT:

Aloha, it's good to see all of you again. Councilperson King and Councilmembers. I
have spoken to you in the past about the tax increase, property tax increase and I just
want to say mahalo for being able to, to move the needle and bring the proposed rate
down to where it is at this point. I have to tell you though, as thankful as I am, and
appreciative, I would hope that you would consider bringing it down even further.

For my small resort, between the double whammy of the valuation increase which was
13 percent and the property tax increase where it stands now at 17. I'm at about
$175,000 additional expense that I need to try and figure out how to cover. And I will
be thinking of this budget process as I go throughout the year trying to balance those
expenses. But anyway, I appreciate what you've done so far, I hope you continue. I
encourage you to do so. Thank you very much.

CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Mr. Nelson. Any questions? Seeing no questions. Thank you for
being here.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNPy'CLERK: Madam Chair, there are no other individuals in the District Offices nor the
chamber who wish to offer testimony, and we have received written testimony for this
meeting.

CHAIR KING: Okay, Councilmembers are there any objections to receiving written testimony
into the record?

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

THERE

BEING

NO

OBJECTION, WRITTEN

TESTIMONY

RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS PUBLIC HEARING:

1.

Paul G. Roberts, Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort;

2.
3.

Sam Spurrier;
Lisa Paulson, Maui Hotel & Lodging Association;

4.

Clifford Naeole;

5.

Mufi Hannemann, Hawaii Hotel & Lodging Association;

6.
7.
8.

Akiko Nakazato;
Ed and Jane Clarke;
Gerald Rafson;

9.

Duane R. and Jeffrey M. Smith;

10.

John Paul Oliver, Grand Wailea;

11.

Angela Berkey;

12.

Cassie Cockett;

13.
14.

Megan Kaiaokamalie;
Pamela Tumpap, Maui Chamber of Commerce; and
Signed cards from 162 hotel workers.

15.

CHAIR KING: Okay, are there any other folks wishing to testify, who have not signed up?
Seeing none. Are there any objections to closing public testimony?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

CHAIR KING: Okay, public testimony is closed.
And Mr. Clerk continue with the meeting.
(Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez arrived at the public hearing at 11:53 a.m.)
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RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
NO. 19-89

ADOPTING THE REAL PROPERTY TAX RATES

FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI,
EFFECTIVE JULY 1,2019

CHAIR KING: Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez, who has just joined us.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Mahalo, Chair.

CHAIR KING: Thank you for joining us, and we understand that you were under the deadline
for some posting. So, appreciate you being here and making the motion.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Mahalo, Chair.
I MOVE TO ADOPT THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION
"ADOPTING THE REAL PROPERTY TAX RATES FOR THE

COUNTY OF MAUI, EFFECTIVE JULY 1. 2019".
COUNCILMEMBER LEE:
SECOND.

CHAIR KING: Okay, moved by Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez, seconded by Councilmember
Lee.

Discussion, Ms. Rawlins-Fernandez.
VICE-CHAIR RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ: Mahalo, Chair. The RPT rates reflected in this

resolution are the result of our meticulous deliberations on the matter. Adjustments
were made to the rates that were a result of objectivity and established with fairness

and equity between tax classes. I'm excited to get into tax reform immediately during
EDB deliberations. Committee deliberations next week with the proposed
establishment of the tax reform TIG, where we can be even more creative and explore
utilizing tiered rate tax structures.

What is before the body today is a great step in the right direction and is the result of
hours of discussion and careful consideration from us all. I request the support for the
rates as proposed and look fonward to first reading of the budget next Friday. Mahalo,
Chair.
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CHAIR KING: Mahalo, Vice-Chair. Discussion, Councilmembers.
Councilmember Paltin.

COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: Thanks, Chair. I agree with Vice-Chair Rawlins-Fernandez
that, you know, we need to have like a big overhaul of how it's done. Cause, there's
kind of different categories of things within the bigger category and it hasn't been
reflected in the way that we've been doing it. And I just wanted to clarify that if there's
any changes made on this, then we got to start the whole thing over. Is that correct?

CHAIR KING: Let's see, I'll let our County Clerk respond to that.
COUNTY CLERK: Madam, Chair, the process for adopting the real property tax rates is
outlined in Section 3.48.565 of the Maui County Code. And you did hold a public
hearing on April 24, and according to the County Code you do need to adopt the

resolution setting the tax rates within three weeks of that meeting. And the County
Code does specify if a further increase or decrease in the tax rates as provided by
those previous subsections, which is what we are talking about today is warranted, that
the Council determines or requires a further increase or decrease in the tax rates or
fails to act within that specified period, then the Council shall re-advertise and follow
the requirements of subsections A and B. So, in summary, yes you are correct.
CHAIR KING: Ms. Paltin.

COUNCILMEMBER PALTIN: So, then for me I will support it because I don't think we have

the time to go back, but also support the, the overhaul tax reform as well.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Ms. Paltin.
Councilmember Lee.

COUNCILMEMBER LEE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I too will be supporting the motion. It,
it was a rigorous process going through the review and even a painful process raising
taxes. But we have had many, many testimonies and the public come out and ask us
for many more services and programs, compliance issues. I think the good news is
that we will be revisiting this new tax structure soon after the budget takes place, takes
effect and we'll have more time to concentrate on revamping our tax system. Thank
you.

CHAIR KING: Thank you, Member Lee.
Councilmember Sinenci.
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COUNCILMEMBER SINENCI: Thank you, Chair. You know, after listening to the testimonies
in the last two months, and specifically today, I'm hearing the timeline that we're on. I
too want to support this resolution. I appreciate everyone's input and I've learned a lot
during this, this process and I too moving forward from here want to look at tax reform
and, and count me in. This is, for me, this is our County, our island and so with my
vote comes my responsibility to it. So, thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Councilmember Sinenci.
Councilmember Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. You know, this is a difficult
balancing act to walk. Nobody in their right mind would like to support raising taxes,
but so long that the public asks for services improving our roads, improving our parks,
we have to get the money from somewhere. And for me and I certainly didn't want to
hit the homeowners with a significant tax increase. Although there was, we came up
with just a mild bump and the deliberations were very spirited to say the least.

Initially the Hotel tax rate was much higher rate than, much higher rate than we were
considering, and we did bring it down. On a personal note, I was hoping we could
bring it down even further, somewhere along the lines where Kauai is paying, about
10.85 or so, but we settled roughly at 11.85 if I'm correct, by a few cents or more.
But none the less, it is what it is. This is not the end all, because if some ofthe concerns

expressed in testimony do occur along the way, this Council has the authority to make
some adjustments in the next budget session. But for many years the hotels have paid
the lowest tax rate of all the four counties. And now I think when it comes to short term

rentals, we need to get that tax rate on par, to level the playing field between the Hotel
and Short Term Rentals. Because, while I appreciate the success of those who are

having this great monetary success in the short term vacation rental industry, it has
had a tremendous impact on having these homes for long term rentals.
And our residents, many of whom work in the hotels are suffering, they cannot find a
place that is of reasonable cost. I know of some people who are trying to keep their

cost down so that they can accommodate the local residents who need housing, who
work in our hotels, who work for the fire department, police department and so forth.

And I can agree what Mr. Hannemann said, we need to crack, do what we need to do
to crack down on the illegal transient vacation rentals. So this is becoming a problem
and we need to stop talking about it and really get serious. And I know previous
Councils have, so it's our charge now to do so.
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But all In all, as long as the public demands the services that we deservingly need, It
has to come from somewhere. And Impacts are made from visitors to our islands,

which we all welcome, but everybody's got to pay their fair share. And for me, I don't
want to hit the homeowners, the local residents with the long, you know, a significant
Increase in the tax rate. So therefore. It has to come from the so-called cash cow, but

at the same time I think It needs to be done gently so to speak, an increase and we'll
see how It goes at this rate that we have set.

So with that being said, I'll, I'll leave It at that and get off of my soap box and I just want
to thank all of the public for coming out and sharing their mana'o with us, because I
think It's a healthy compromise what we've reached, what we were originally
considering and now this Is the rates that we have set forth. So, I'll end it right there.
Madam Chair. Thank you.

CHAIR KING: Thank you, Councllmember Molina.
Councllmember Suglmura.

COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you. I appreciate all the people who came here and

sitting In the chambers, I know that you are all going to be participating In the Charity
Walk. I just wanted to make a comment of the person who really got to me today, is
the lady who came from a land, land management company, Maul Land Broker who
talked about the trials and tribulations that they go through from long term to short term.

I mean, her description was, was haunting to me and I think It's all the things that as
Councilmembers we fear. And we get some notification about It, but to hear that kind
of animosity being projected to these people who are just, you know, who are doing
their job, trying to do the best they can, I'm sure with the spirit of aloha and then to be
attacked In that way Is, Is, Is very troubling to me.

I think the Members have, have said It, In that we deliberated quite long. I must tell
you that when we made these motions for the property tax rates, we didn't just do one
motion and It was approved, we went through several variations and one of the rates

we went through seven motions that didn't pass until we could get to one. So, It's
difficult and I mean If I could, I would probably relook at the Hotel rate, you know today
based upon the testimony or even look at the short term rates. But based upon the
time constraints I look forward to participating In the temporary Investigative group, or
hearing what the outcomes are so that we can see how we can do this better.
The Members have spoken about the services that are being requested from us or as

you've read In today's paper, there Is a big push to build the Pala Bypass. So all the
roads that are needed In our community, you know, we participate In It somehow. But
there Is a great need to kind of balance this Infrastructure so at this time I'm going to
be supporting this. It's too late to make a change and I will say that I look fonward to

our Budget Chair putting this group, or temporary Investigative group and maybe
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relooking at this so that we can have more, mpre substance like these testimonies
today, to, to take us to a rate of balancing what the infrastructure maybe, what their
needs are of the community and so we have less, you know, more available for our
residents and that we can provide the best aloha spirit that we can. So, thank you.
CHAIR KING: Thank you, Ms. Sugimura.
Councilmember Kama.

COUNCILMEMBER KAMA: Thank you, Chair. I am totally in support of this resolution. I
think that this Council had, our Chair had worked hard to take us through a, for some

of us, a first-time process in working on this budget. It was, I languished during this
time, trying to provide services for all of our people, for the unsheltered, to even those
who can afford to buy a home but are short with the down payment or deposit.
I languished over trying to put what I thought my proposals would be able to fit into the
structure and other people put their proposals in. And we went back and forth and
forth and back, and I think you came to a point where we're so tired, we just figured go
home already and come back the next day refreshed, so we can think clearly. And the
voices that I heard in the chambers today, are voices that I remember being echoed in
this chambers late at night, about this or that and what about this and what about that.
So, I am in support of this, it is for one year and we're going to have a TIG, I'm happy
about that. That we're going to take a look at these rates, that hopefully that we're
going to come up with something better that meets all of the needs of our people, the
industry itself, and as well as be able to come out in the end with something that we
can all be proud of.

So, and in the end I really want to be able to have enough money to shelter the
unsheltered and to be able to have really, truly attainable housing for our people, who's
probably working in an industry where 45 to 60 percent of their income goes to their
housing today. I want to be able to have enough money to be able to make housing
that they can actually use 30 percent of their income as opposed to using 60 percent
for their housing needs. So, I support, and I will be voting yes. Thank you. Chair.
CHAIR KING: Thank you. Member Kama. Councilmembers, any other comments or
discussion? If not, I will call for the question?

Mr. Clerk, would you restate the question that's on the floor, the motion.
COUNTY CLERK: Motion by Vice-Chair Keani Rawlins-Fernandez, seconded by
Councilmember Lee to adopt the resolution entitled, "ADOPTING THE REAL
PROPERTY TAX RATES FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI, EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019".
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CHAIR KING: Okay, all those in favor say,"aye".
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS KAMA, LEE, MOLINA,
PALTIN, SINENCI, SUGIMURA, VICE-CHAIR
RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ, AND CHAIR KING.

CHAIR KING: Any opposed?
NOES:

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA.

CHAIR KING: Measure passes eight "ayes"; one "no", Mr. Hokama.
Okay, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record RESOLUTION 19-89. Madam Chair, there's no further
before the Council.

CHAIR KING: Okay. No further business, the meeting will be adjourned at 12:06 p.m. today.
Thank you, Members

ADJOURNMENT

The public hearing of May 10, 2019, was adjourned by the Chair at 12:06 p.m.

JOSIAH K. NISHITA, COUNTY CLERK
COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF HAWAII

190510p{rpt)/djy:jm

Friday, May 10, 2019
Aloha Kakou:

Aloha Council Chair Kelly King:
Greetings to everyone here on all sides of this short-term lodging issue. I'm pleased that we are
all here to speak on this important matter.
My name is Paul G. Roberts and 1 have been employed by Hyatt Hotels for 24 years. I grew up
on Oahu and started my hospitality career in "the trenches" at the Hyatt Regency Waikiki. I
started in an entry level position in Food & Beverage and have worked my way up through many
departments and responsibilities. I am currently the Director of Facilities at one of Hyatt's
premier hotels on Maui the Andaz Maui Resort at Wailea.

During my 24 years in the Industry, I've not only worked and built my career through the
auspices of Hyatt, but I've been able to contribute my time and energy to the local community at
large, through Hyatt's enthusiastic and sincere participation in service activities such as Easter
Seals, and our annual Charity Walk and many other activities and campaigns which provide
support both financially and through pro bono support activities. The hotel-wide support of such
collaborative charitable activities has given me a great opportimity to give back to our
community... and the enthusiasm exhibited by our many employees as well as management,
confirms our commitment to our increased role in support of important local social welfare

organizations. I must admit I feel a strong sense of pride, knowing that I'm giving back to the
community that nurtured me as a young man.
Now,through the opportunities given me in my employment in our visitor industry, I'm greatly
blessed to assist my family in their many endeavors and support my elderly mother in this time
oflife when she is dependent on her children. The hospitality industry has generously and
enthusiastically supported my own personal growth and life journey, for which I will be eternally
appreciative. I want to believe that the same opportunities and blessings provided me will always

be available for the next generation as they grown into maturity also seeking a meaningful life.
For these reasons, 1 wish to record my opposition to this proposal.

Please reconsider the council budget proposal of increasing the real restate property taxes for
hotels at $11.00. This will in fact increase our tax bill 50% and $500,000 per year. Our hotel
value was increased this year and our bill is already going up 27% at the current rate of S9.37.
Please take the next year to evaluate all of the new funds from new values and let's discuss as a
community the best use and if it not enough, find a way to make our community, our ohana even
better through a comprehensive and collaborative approach.
Sincerely,
Paul G. Roberts
Director of Facilities
Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort

Good Morning Chair Kelly King and Maui County Council Members,
My name is Sam Spurrier, I am a resident of Kihei, a husband, a father of 3 and soon to be 4,and I enjoy

volunteering within my church, community,and mentoring students. I was born and raised on the Island
of Oahu and have been in the hospitality industry for the last 13 years, with 8 of them here in Maui.
Currently, I am the Director of Sales at the Wailea Beach Resort and happy to be here today with
approximately 30 of my colleagues, many which are here today during their personal time off.
It is a privilege to share testimony on behalf of the Resort and the tourism industry as it relates to the
proposed increase in Real Property Taxes.

It wasn't many years ago in 2008 when the visitor industry suffered a significant hit which took years to
recover. I particularly remember this time as I was finishing college and seeking a career in hospitality.
There weren't many opportunities due to the hiring freezes.
Maui is fortunate to have a best in brand position. Although, we have learned that we are not immune
to travel perceptions. Just last year, we experienced the impact to our islands from the volcano.
Hurricane Lane, and Tropical Storm Olivia. Additionally, the state reported visitor counts really don't
reflect Job growth or total tax revenues. In 2008, Transient Accommodations Tax paid only for marketing
expenses with no additional reserve. Today, the TAT subsidizes a portion of marketing, but also
contributes $450M to the General Fund. An important economic contribution.
Our hotel occupancy has remained flat for the past 6 years with our number of full-time employees
growing by nearly 100 or 20%. This growth came after ownership made a significant multimillion-dollar
investment in the resort.

The proposed tax increase will deter investment, reduce jobs, and limit other contributions to the
community. As we all know, the visitor industry supports many ancillary businesses from construction
jobs to restaurants and more.80% of the dollars made through hotels stavs within the island to support
businesses, home purchases, and other taxes. Although recently reduced from the initial proposal, any
increase in property taxes has rippling effects. It will reduce our community donations. Annually, we give
$200k local in-kind support. Hale Kau Kau is a great example. This food program offered via St. Theresa
has been an important partner for the past four years. Each month, we give a day of service in providing
food and serving community meals. We have a long list of organizational support focused on youth,
elderly, culture and more. We are also looking to invest in renewable energy projects that preserve
resources. Tax increases of this magnitude might cancel or significantly delay implementation.

As recently reported by The Economic Research Organization at the University of Hawaii, we are looking
at an economic slowdown. For all the reasons mentioned today, we ask that you carefully consider your
recommended property tax increases so that our industry continues to sustain a thriving community.
Mahalo for your time and consideration!

Maui Hotel & Lodging
ASSOCIATION

May 10,2019

Coxincil Chair Kelly King
Maui County Council

200 South High Street, 8'*' Floor
Wailuku, Hawaii 96793

Dear Council Chair King and Members ofthe Council:
My name is Lisa Paulson, Executive Director of the Maui Hotel & Lodging Association
(MHLA),the legislative arm of the visitor industry. Our membership includes 194 property and
allied business members in Maui County- all of whom have an interest in the visitor industry.
Collectively, MHLA's membership employs over 25,000 residents and represents over 20,000
rooms. We are the largest employer ofresidents on the Island - directly employing
approximately 40% of all residents (indirectly, the percentage increases to 75%).
MHLA opposes the current proposed real property tax(RPT)rates for the three visitor plant tax
classifications. The hotel/resort, short-term rental and timeshare classifications are the highest
tax rates for Maui County. Across all classifications the hotel/resort is proposed to have the
largest increase of 17.4% - the largest % increase in over 15 years. We keep hearing that is it is
"time" for the visitor industry to "pay" when we are already contributing greatly through TAT,
GET and RPT taxes. Maui County generates $182 million in TAT of which $23.5 million goes
to Maui County, the rest to the State; The RPT taxes we generate through our visitor plant is
currently 42.5% of the total RPT collected for Maui County. We would like to request greater
government efficiency instead of continual tax increases to our economic driver.
The reasons for our opposition are as follows:

Industry Support for the Community: There is the misconception that the visitor industry
exists to benefit offshore investment companies. However, not only is the industry the number
one private sector employer in Maui County but it is a generous supporter oflocal community
charities. Individual businesses donate money, goods, and services to worthy causes. On average
each hotel donates S80,000/year to charitable organizations as well as an average of625 hours of
staff time donated to volunteering in the commimity. The Maui Hotel & Lodging Association's
Charity Walk raised $1.4 million last year exclusively for 100 Maui County non-profit
organizations- we hope to repeat this again tomorrow - I have attached the 1 GO non-profits
benefiting from this year's walk (Attachment A). We grant over $35,000 each year in
scholarships to public school seniors and scholarships to UH Maui college students. Just last
month we distributed $150,000 in checks to organizations that assist with programs for the
homeless. We believe in investing in our employees and our community.
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High Property Values: Maui County's economy is powered in large part by a strong visitor
industry, and year after year we see double digit increases to our industry's real property values,
resulting in more tax revenues being collected. Based on the increase in this year's property
assessed values an additional $14 million will be generated at the current RPT rates for

Hotel/Resort, Short Term Rentals and Timeshare. The average property valuations for FY20
have increased by 27%. Combined with the proposed RPT increase of 17.4% on hotel/resortmany properties will see a property tax increase of50% or more. In addition, we have heard

fi-om some Council members Aat we should be level with other RPT rates paid in other Counties
in the State. If there is to be a comparison ofrates in other Counties, then all classifications

should be looked at — notjust one tax classification. Other Counties have a fair and equitable
share oftaxes across all business classifications without the huge disparities like Maui does.
Commercial and Industrial rates should also be level with our visitor plant as they benefit fi-om
the visitor industry. We again ask for equitable taxes as is shown in other Counties' RPT rates,
across all classifications.

Economic Slowdown: Many signs have pointed to an economic slowdown over the past year as
concerns have been shared by state economists, government leaders, and visitor industry experts.
This point was amplified again in the May 3,2019 UHERO report.(Attachment B).
Industry Competitiveness: The hospitality industry, which competes nationally and
internationally against lower-priced destinations, cannot pass on tax increases to our visitors
while concurrently dealing with the state's high cost ofdoing business. We do not have the
market diversification that Oahu does — we do not have direct international flights fi'om Asia and
Oceania. We are keenly aware ofour position in the visitor market and the cost ofa Hawai'i

vacation. Any forces that adversely affect our ability to compete,such as having to pass along
higher taxes and cuts to our Visitor Bureau Marketing, also impact our appeal as a visitor
destination, the availability of money to renovate existing properties, and employment within the
hospitality industry, all of which has a ripple effect across our entire economy.
Conclusion: The hospitality industry has enjoyed 7 consecutive years ofrecord increases. We
must be mindftil, however,that the hotel sector has not benefitted entirely from this growth as

more and more travelers are opting to stay at alternative accommodations — many that are illegal
and not pajdng their fair share oftaxes. We are very concerned with the potential combination of
an economic slowdown, higher taxes from the State and County and loss of marketing funds to
our Visitors Bureau. Furthermore,there are thousands ofindividuals from every County District
who are your constituents, who are employed by lodging and hospitality businesses that are very
dependent on their living from the visitor industry to support their families. We ask that you
oppose measures that could threaten their livelihoods and place the number one provider ofjobs
in the County in jeopardy.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Sincerely,
Lisa H. Paulson
Executive Director

2019 Charity Walk, Maui County
Nonprofit Beneficiaries

School

Hui No Ke Ola Pono

Molokai Filipino Community Council

Imua Family Services

Special Olympics Maui County
St. Anthony Church, Family Life Ministry
St. Anthony School
St. Joseph Catholic Church
St. Rita Catholic Church, Social Ministry

Molokai Island Foundation

Ka Hale a Ke Ola Resource Center

Teens on Call

MOLOKAI

Hawaii Animal Rescue Foundation

Holy Rosary Church
Friends of Molokai High & Intermediate Hospice Maui

'Aha Kukui 0 Molokai

Molokai Little League Association

Ka Lima O Maui

The Maui Farm

Aka'ula School

Kahana Canoe Club

Theatre Theatre Maui

Hospice Hawaii Molokai

Keiki Cupboard

Westside Hoops, Inc.

lerusalema Hou Church

Kiffmann Tae Kwon Do

Molokai Cancer Fund

Lahaina Arts Association

Lahaina Canoe Ciub
LANA'I

Lahainaluna High School Foundation

Lana'i Academy of Performing Arts

LISEF Lahaina Compiex Tutor Program

Lana'i Arts & Culture Center

Make-a-Wish Foundation

Lana'i Cat Sanctuary
Lana'i High & Elementary School Fndn.

Malama Na Makua A Keiki, Inc.
Maui Academy of Performing Arts
Maui Adult Day Care Centers

Hospice Hawaii Lana'i

Maui Aids Foundation

Aloha Independent Living Hawaii

Maui County Community Television
Maui County Council, Boy Scouts
Maui Economic Opportunity, Maui
Maui Family Support Services, Inc.
Maui Family YMCA

Aloha Kai Foundation

Maui Food Bank

ALS Association Golden West Chapter
American Heart Assn., Maul Kids Cook

Maui High Chorus Booster Club
Maui High School Band Booster Club
Maui High School Foundation
Maui Humane Society

MAUl

Academy of Finance, Maui High School
Academy of Hospitality & Tourism
Aloha House, Inc.

Maui Lani Cane Fire Foundation

ARC of Maui County
Assistance Dogs of Hawaii

Maui Memorial Medical Center Fndn.

Ball Out'Ghana Maui Youth Fndn.

Maui Taiko

Best Buddies

Maui United Soccer Club

Big Brothers Big Sisters of Maui

Maui Waena Band Booster

Catholic Charities Hawaii
Central Maui Hawaiian Civic Club

Maui Youth & Family Services, Inc.
Mediation Services of Maui, Inc.

Child & Family Services
Christ the King Church
Doris Todd Christian Academy

Mental Health Kokua

East Maui Animal Refuge
Family Life Center
Feed my Sheep

Mobile Mini Horse Visits
Na Hoaloha - MIVC

Napili Bay & Beach Foundation

Girl Scout Council of HI - Maui

NSDAR, Haleakala Chapter
Organ Transplant Maui
Our Lady Queen of Angels Parish
PATCH (People Attentive To Children)

Frank De Lima's Student Enrichment

Habitat for Humanity Maui

RAM Community Foundation

Halau Ke'alaokamaile
Halau Kekuaokala'au'ala'iliahi

Ronald McDonald House Charities HI

Hale Kau Kau

Sacred Hearts School Lahaina

Hale Makua Health Services

Salvation Army, Maui
Sparks Basketball Maui

Hanona

Roselani Place

Uptiated: ,'8 Mar-19

Recent data confirm weaker growth

UHERO

UHERO STATE FORECAST UPDATE, PUBLIC EPrTION
THf ECONOMIC U^EAACH 0RCANIZAT1ON

MAY 3, 2019
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Hawaii's slowdown is becoming more entrenched. Better get used to it.
The past few months have brought more evidence of
Hawaii slowing. The number of visitor days remains below

are spending less, suggesting that broader concerns about
the US and global economies may be having an adverse

last year's peak, with more worrying signs from falling

impact here.

visitor spending. Job growth has largely stalled and income
gains have receded. At best this represents a new normal

While tourism softness is a real concern, we should note

for Hawaii.

that it follows last year's gangbuster first half, and many
of our comparisons are to peak levels of activity at that

Tourism Is past Its peak

time. We also expect some recovery from the particularly

The visitor industry had a roller coaster 2018, with robust

is supported by a healthy outlook for airline seats. Fueled

first-half gains offset by second-half losses. 2019 has
started out roughly on par with year-earlier levels, and

by new Southwest flights, airline capacity in the second

weak recent figures as this year progresses, a view that

2% below last summer's peak, measured by visitor days.
International travel has been particularly weak,especially
the number of visitors from emerging markets, which has
been running about 1% lower than at this time last year.
The US market has been a fait stronger the number of

quarter should be about 3% higher than a year ago. Still,
visitor gains will be much harder to come by than in
recent years. Arrivals will rise a bit more than 2% this year,
decelerating to 1% by 2021. Prospects for visitor spending
are more worrisome. We expect a net loss in inflationadjusted terms this year, with no recovery over our forecast

visitor days is up about 2% from last year.

horizon.

Visitor spending looks considerably worse. Lower hotel
occupancy pulled down real revenue per available room

Revisions reveal weak employment

by 5% in the first quarter. Overall real visitor spending has
been on a downward trajectory since last spring and ended
the first quarter about 4% lower than a year ago. On a perperson basis, inflation-adjusted spending has now slipped
to levels not seen since 2010. Visitors from Japan and
other Asia-Pacific markets have reduced their spending
significantly, in part reflecting the moderate dollar

appreciation that occurred last year. But even US visitors

As we anticipated, in March the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics revised last year's payroll job gains downward
substantially. The revision-from 1.6% growth to just
0.5%—confirms that netjob creation in 2018 was only half
as strong as in 2017.(Our own internal benchmark estimate
missed the official revised figure by just two-tenths of
a percentage point.)The slower growth trajectory has
continued into this year, with less tlian a half-percent

job growth in the first quarter. A modest pickup in hiring
is anticipated this year as the tourism industry partially
regains its footing.

Visitor Expenditures
Visitor spending has been trending down for the past year.

5(Bil. $2018)

US Japan

All Others

The accommodation and food service industry, which
represents tlie largest share of private nonfarm jobs in
Hawaii, has seen a slight uptick following a flat second half
of 2018. Recent swings In tourism have not translated into

large fluctuations in the workforce,suggesting that there
is now somewhat more stack in labor utilization than at last

year's visitor peak. Consequently, the firming of industry
activity will generate relatively little new hiring. Job growth
will come in below 1% this year and next. Eaminp by

industry workers will also grow at a muted pace, increasing

2015Q1

2016Q1

2017Q1

2018Q1

2019Q1

at approximately a 1.5% annual rate for the next few years.
Hiring in other industries that depend on tourism will be
similarly subdued. This year,jobs in the transportation and
utilities sector will grow at about half of last year's 1.8%
2019 Second Quarter - State Forecast Update
|
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pace,and trade jobs will be flat.The following two years
will be only a little stronger, as conditions in the tourism
industry remain on a slow-growth path.
Construction hangs in there
As we have observed in past reports,the construction

industry has now settled on a plateau, with the number of
jobs hovering near 36,000,about 2,400jobs below the mid2016 peak. Last year's 21% expansion of total permits,as
well as anticipated gains for the next two years, will support
a continuing high level of industry activity. Support will
come from resort, residential,and public-sector projects.
We will take our annual in-depth look at industry prospects
in our third quarter UHERO Construction Forecast.

The large healthcare sector has been a steady performer
during this expansion,averaging 2.6% annual growth since
2015.The industry slowed along with the overall economy
last year, and it has expanded at only a half-percent
pace in recent months.The state will see rising demand
for healthcare services in coming years, but physician
shortages will likely continue to be a problem.In response
to these concerns, the State Senate has passed a bill making
it easier for physician assistants to take on additional
responsibilities. Growth of medical personnel and industry
income will trend up at a little over 1% pace for the next
few years.
Last year,federal government payrolls rose by less than
1%,while state and localjobs declined slightly. Aside from
a temporary bump associated with the 2020 Census,the
size of the federal workforce in Hawaii will remain near

current levels. State and local government employment will
be similarly muted,rising less than a half-percent this year
and flattening out thereafter. Budget constraints vrill be an
impediment to further growth. Nine months into this fiscal
year.State General Fund revenues have grown only slightly
faster than the rate of inflation.

Hawaii no longer a growth leader
Last year's broad slowing ofjob growth took some pressure
off super-tight labor markets,leading to a retreat ofthe
unemployment rate from the record lows set at the end
of 2017. Still, we continue to hear from many businesses
about labor shortages across the full range of occupations
and skill sets. On a statewide basis,the labor force actually

peaked in early 2017 and has trended downward since then.
The number of people who report having at least onejob
has declined as well.

According to recent figures from the US Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Hawaii had the slowest income growth
in the nation in 2018. Personal income from all sources

grew by slightly less than one percent in inflation-adjusted
terms,and labor income grew at an even slower halfpercent pace.The weakest sectors included government,
construction,trade, and the finance and real estate

industry.The tourism slowdown has weired on income
gains in the accommodation and food service sector, as
well. Now that the pace of economic growth has slackened,
further income gains will remain modest,in the roughly
one-percent-per-year range.

How much more slowing?
Recent data confirm the significant broad-based slowing
that we noted in last quarter's report. While tourism can
expect a partial recovery from particularly weak recent
conditions,the industry's long period of robust expansion
is over,and further gains will be incremental at best The
recent pullback of visitor spending signals substantial risks
to the downside,depending on things largely outside our

Nonfarm Payrolls
Growth in nonfarm jobs was revised down substantially.

3 Yr-Yr% Change
Before Benchmark Revision

control:the external environment,currency movements,
and changes in visitor sentiment

After Benchmark Revision

Slowing is notjust a visitor industry story,but extends
across much of the economy. Local demand has eased off
the healthy pace we saw during the recovery phase,and a
dearth of population growth will impose structural limits
going forward. Even if the unemployment rate has eased

111
2017

2018

2019

from record lows, the workforce is simply not there to drive
strong ongoing expansion. Hawaii needs to get used to a
modest pace ofjob and income growth.
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HAWAII ECONOMIC INDICATORS
YEAR-OVER-YEAR PERCENT CHANGE
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Nonfarm Payrolls

1.3

1.1

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.5

Unemployment Rate (It)

2.9

2.4

Z5

2.7

2.9

3.3

Visitor Arrivals

3.0

5.2

5.9

23

1.2

1.0

U.S. Visitor Arrivals

4.6

5.1

9.0

3.1

1.2

0.7

Japan Visitor Arrivals

0.4

6.7

-1.0

1.4

0.4

0.2

Other Visitor Arrivals

0.4

4.0

2.2

0.1

1.8

2.5

Inflation Rate, Honolulu MSA(%)

2.0

2.5

1.9

1.7

1.9

2.0

Real Personal Income

1.3

1.2

0.9

0.8

1.1

1.0

Real GDP

1.5

0.7

1.3

1.1

1.0

1.2

Note:Source Is UHERO. Rgurcs for GDP for 2018 are UHERO estimates. Rgures for 2019-2021 are forecasts.
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UHI
THE ECONOMIC RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I

UHERO THANKS THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS:

KAWEKI'U - THE TOPMOST SUMMIT
Hawaii Business Roundtable

KILOHANA-A LOOKOUT. HIGH POINT
American Savings Bank
DR Horton
First Hawaiian Bank
Hawaiian Airlines

Hawai'i Electric Light Company,Ltd.
Hawaiian Electric Company,Inc.
Matson Company
Maui Electric Company, Ltd.

The Nature Conservancy

KUAHIWI - A HIGH HILL. MOUNTAIN
Architects Hawaii, Ltd.

Kaiser Permanente Hawai'i

Bank of Hawai'i

Kamehameha Schools

Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Advantage Realty The Hawaii Laborers & Employers Cooperation and
Central Pacific Bank

Education Trust Fund

First Insurance Company of Hawaii, Ltd.
Hau'oli Mau Loa

The Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority
The Pacific Resource Partnership

HGEA

Servco Pacific, Inc.

The Howard Hughes Corporation

Stanford Carr Development

Kulia I Kb Nuu (literally "Strive for the summif)is the value of achievement, those who pursue personal
excellence. This was the motto of Hawaii's Queen Kapiolani. Sponsors help UHERO to continually reach
for excellence as the premier organization dedicated to economic research relevant to Hawaii and the AslaPaclflc region.

The UHERO Forecast Project Is a community-sponsored research program of the University of Hawaii at
Manoa.The Forecast Project provides the Hawaii community with analysis on economic, demographic, and
business trends in the State and the Asia-Pacific region.
All sponsors receive the full schedule of UHERO reports, as well as other benefits that vary with the level
of financial commitment. For sponsorship information, browse to http://www.uhero.hawali.edu.

WRITEN TESTIMONY

May 10,2019
PROPOSED REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASES

Aloha kakou and good mom to all.

Thank you for allowing this public testimony to take place regarding the pros and cons of this proposed
tax increase.

My name Is Clifford Naeole.

I appear before you this mom as a Native Hawailan...as a practltloner...and as an employee within the
Hospitality Industry. The exact name of my employer...nor what I do, I feel Is Irrelevant. However...what
does matter Is the fact that I am employed gainfully and through this employment...l can live with my
family and friends on this beautiful Island and State.

Being in the hospitality industry does not differentiate me from anyone else. And trust me...l get it. For
the past 28 years, I have made the trek from Central Maul to Kapalua and have experienced many times
the 2 hour,3 hour,4 hour delays. I have been stranded from either home or work by the fires which
closed roads for 2 or 3 days. I have been fined and had to appear In court for camping and fishing on a
beach for ONE day...whlle looking around and seeing others who yes...are houseless...but have been at
that same site for weeks If not months go without penalty. I have tried to have family picnics to
rejuvenate my spirlt...only to have It bombarded with tourists walking through our area as If we were
Invisible.

And yet...l bear with these negatives to focus upon the positive. And the positive Is that I am notforced
to leave my homeland in search of happiness elsewhere and try to fit In as someone else. I get to love
and appreciate the gathering of cultures within this island So I am asking you...that set our rules and
regulatlons...to think of the greater good. Yes, Maul Is in dire need of restructuring Its roadways, health
care, educational systems and homeless/houseless situations. I...and I believe all of us gathered here are
In favor of this.

My concern is that it appears that we are taking a sledge hammer to pry open a glass case. I will be
honest with you In saying that I do not understand the fancy legal lingo and political rhetoric involved
with this. What I do know is that my employment...and MANY others will be affected by the shattering
of this glass. Open this case carefully. If workers ^ce shorter hours or layoffs...what opportunity Is
there to replace It? Another side job? If potential travelers to Hawall...Maui...compare rates and see that
Mexico,the Caribbean etc are better suited to their pocket books...because we are outpricing ourselves
out of the market...EVERYONE here Is affected. Lets determine with close scrutiny the long term effects
upon the "whole."

I truly believe that we are able to determine a more fair and gradual Increase that will find a balance for
the benefit of all. I have walked the fine line of commerce,community and culture In my job title. It's a
tough job that demands the ability to access one side and provide for the other without dooming one or
the others. Perhaps tiered increases to taxes pre-determlned by the size of the projects? These tiered

structures should have earmarked priorities so that the developer can become partners in the future of
Maui rather than be looked upon as adversaries. All businesses within the industry will know
beforehand where and what their taxes will be used for. All employees, Unions etc will also know
beforehand the benefits to come.

I fully understand that tax increases are inevitable. My hope is to have these taxes be reasonable and
not have the learning curve jump from zero to a hundred with one swing ofthe sledgehammer.
Your intentions are good. The method and process is questionable. But with careful planning...the
outcome could be great.

I am anti exploitation of our culture and practices. I am pro sustainable growth and energies. I am pro
agriculture and aware of ecological and environmental challenges. Land is finite here, as our spaces on
our beaches, our water...and now even patience is becoming finite. However, I believe that the
Hospitality Industry is here to stay. How can we apply it as an advantage without shattering the glass
case.

Mahalo Piha for your time and willingness to listen to all concerned. The common denominator is that
we are gathered here due to "concern."

I,
Clifford J. Naeole
Cultural Advisor

Citizen of Maui County

HAWAI I LODGING & TOURISM
ASSOCIAT ION

Testimony of
Miift Hannemann
President rf CEO

Hawai 7 Lodging ct Tourism Association
Maui County Council

Public Hearing: Friday May 10,2019

Determining the RealProperty Tax Ralesfor the County ofMaui
Dear Chair King and members of the Maui County Council:

The Hawai'i Lodging & Tourism Association—nearly 700 members strong, representing more than 50,000 hotel
rooms and nearly 40,000 lodging workers, respectfully opposes the proposed increases to the real properly tax
rates for the hotel, resort, and shorl term rental classes.

The reasons for our opposition are as follows:

A)Economic Slowdown: Many signs have pointed to an economic slowdown over the past year as concerns have
been shared by state economists, government leaders, and visitor industry experts. This point was amplified by a
recent report by the Hawai'i Tourism Authority that reflects a dampened first quarter in visitor
spending. Meanwhile, our HLTA hotel-members already had been experiencing a downturn for a good portion of
2018 because of the Kaua'i flooding, Kilauea eruption, federal government shutdown, and prolonged hotel strike.
B)High Property Values: Our economy is powered in large part by a strong visitor industry, and year after year
we see astronomical increases to our industry's real property values, resulting in additional tax dollars being

collected organically. FY 2020's numbers state that the industry's taxable valuation is at $ 14.5 billion, which is
an increase of $1.3 billion from FY 2019. This increase alone provides an extra $14 million in collected taxes

from the lodging industry in Maui County. In just the past 5 years, the lodging industry's taxable valuation has
increased by nearly 32%. As proposed by the County Council, the additional tax revenue already produced by
higher property values and an active real estate market is to be further increased by raising the tax rate by a
whopping 17.39% for hotels and resorts. The question remains: why isn't the lax collected on the increasing
valuations enough? In Maui County, the real property tax revenues derived from the lodging industry comprise
an unparalleled 42.5% ofthe total monies collected across all RPT classifications. This percentage value is more
than two times higher than any other County in the State. Therefore, we find it unfair to propose an inequitable
$1.63 increase to hotels and resorts, and a S1.47 increase to short term rentals, when the next highest RPT

proposed increase is $0.14(commercial). This will continue to divide the lodging industry from all other RPT
classifications.

C)State Legislature: Each of the Counties in the State are earmarked funds from the transient accommodations
tax to help with County infrasuiicture and services. Maui's take from the TAT is an annual $23,484,000. These
funds are derived from a tax that is levied strictly on visitor accommodations. This number was further increased
during the 2017 legislative special session, when a 1% increase was added to our Transient Accommodations Tax
to help fund Honolulu's Rail Project. In addition to our already high transient accommodations tax, each year
legislation is proffered to further increase taxes imposed on the industry. This year, the Governor signed into law
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a measure that adds the TAT to our hotels'"resort fee." With the cost ofdoing business for our number one
economic driver constantly under fire, it is costing more and more for visitors to travel to and stay in Hawai'i.
D)Industry Competitiveness: The hospitality industry, which competes nationally and internationally against
lower-priced destinations, cannot continue to pass on tax increases to our visitors while concurrently dealing with
the State's high cost ofliving. While national comparisons on taxes are numerous, there is no denying that
Hawai'i consistently ranks among the jurisdictions with the highest tax rates for lodging accommodations. We are
keenly aware of our position in the visitor market and the cost of a Hawai'i vacation. Any forces that adversely
affect our ability to compete,such as having to pass along higher taxes, also impact our appeal as a visitor
destination,the availability of money to invest in new hotel properties or renovate existing ones,and employment
within the hospitality industry and related travel businesses, all of which has a ripple effect across our entire
economy. Small retail outlets and restaurants attached to a hotel or resort will also be negatively impacted by this
additional tax increase.

E)Impact on Hawai'i's Workforce: The cost of doing business in Hawai'i is already at a point where
companies are having a difficult time turning equitable profits. The addition ofincreased taxes would impose an
extra burden on our hotels and resorts,forcing them to go down a path they have done a good job at avoiding:
cutting operational costs and ultimately, the workforce. We are keenly aware that the hospitality industry is the
number one private sector employer in the State as well as one ofthe highest taxed economic sectors- increased
taxes would result in fewerjobs, employment cut backs, and curtailment ofincentives. The last thing we want to
see is for our industry to turn to automation as a result ofincreasingly high costs ofdoing business.
F)Industry Support for the Community: There is the misconception that the visitor industry exists to benefit
offshore investment companies. This is blatantly false. Not only is the industry the number one private sector
employer in the State but it is a generous supporter oflocal conununity charities. Individual busmesses donate
money, goods, and services to worthy causes, while the Hawai'i Lodging & Tourism Association, through its
foimdation,raises over $2.6 million a year exclusively for local non-profit organizations, grants over $50,000 a
year in scholarships to public school seniors and thousands of dollars more in scholarships to college students,
and has donated hundreds ofthousands in funds for homeless services on Maui. Ofthe Charity Walk funds
raised, the Maui Hotel & Lodging Association alone raised $1.4 million for 106 local non-profits last year. These
efforts have demonstrated how the visitor industry has helped the County immensely in tackling homelessness
and an array ofother issues.

Additionally, through one of our latest initiatives with the Hawaii Tourism Authority, we are working together to
provide $500,000 in 4-year college tuition scholarships, to students(statewide) who wish to study and pursue a
career in hospitality. Furthermore,the Hawai'i Tourism Authority through, hotel room tax revenues, has been able
to provide substantial support to major festivals and events, and progranis dealing with: commimity enrichment,
the Hawaiian culture, and natural resources. Just this year on Maui,the HTA has provided $282,000 to help
support 17 community enrichment programs,$187,000 to help fund 5 Hawaiian culture programs,and $303,000
to help underwrite 7 programs dealing with natural resources and environmental restoration.
Conclusion: The hospitality industry has enjoyed 7 consecutive years ofrecord increases. We must be mindful,
however, that the hotel sector has not benefltted entirely from this growth as more and more travelers are opting
to stay at alternative accommodations. With what we have experienced last year in manmade and natural
disasters, hotel strikes, and the government shutdown we must be cognizant ofthe fact that nothing can be taken
for granted. In this regard,remaining cost-competitive and not viewing the visitor industry as a source of endless
wealth for government must be foremost if we are to maintain our status as a prime destination for many years to
come. Fiuthermore there are thousands ofindividuals from every Council District who are your constituents, who
are employed by lodging and hospitality businesses that are very dependent on their living from the visitor
industry to support their families. We ask that you strongly reconsider these proposed tax increases that could
threaten their livelihoods and jeopardize the munber one provider ofjobs in the State.
Mahalo for the opportunity to offer this testimony.

Council of the County of Maul
Akiko Nakazato

86 Papahi Loop
Kahului

Friday, May 10'^ 2019
Testimony Opposing Proposed Increase in Hotel & Resort Real Property Tax rates

Aloha Council Chair Kelly King, Vice-chair Keani Rawlins-Fernandez, and Councilmembers of the County of Maui. Thank
you for the opportunity to express my strong opposition to the proposed increase in the hotel and resort real property
tax rate.

For the past 25 years, I have had the privilege to work in the hotel industry on Maui and am currently the Director of
Catering Sales at The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua.

My company provides me with many wonderful opportunities within my career which include a strong income with
various benefits that are necessary to support my family. I am proud to be an associate of The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua who
nurtures its empioyees and extend many opportunities for us to thrive in our career, be successful, and most
importantly, continue to live here on Maui. In addition, The Ritz-Cariton, Kapaiua devotes its resources into many
community efforts that have positive effects on the residents of Maui County.

I am writing today to express my concern that this big increase in the tax rate can adversely affect my property's ability
to continue supporting Maui communities that many Maui residents benefit from. Not only that, with this large tax
increase, it will prohibit our company to continue providing us with work hours, competitive pay wages, retirement
plans and medical benefits which are necessary to all of us.

This will also push the island of Maui out of the tourist industry market, as we will have to increase already high room
rates, menu prices and other services we offer to justify our pricing. We will lose our visitors to similar lower priced
destinations, such as Caribbean, Mexico and Puerto Rico, where tax rates are lower. Our visitors are price sensitive and
find value to visit not only lower priced, but destinations that require shorter travel from their homes. Decrease in
visitors and spending will affect not just the associates who work in hospitality industry, but the entire island economy
such as small/local businesses who heavily rely on their day to day sales.

It is my request and hope that the County Council will oppose this large tax rate increase so we can continue to do more
than just fill the hotel, but continue to donate our time and resources to helping those less fortunate, creating good jobs
for our community,support local businesses, and strengthen the tourism industry for Maui.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinion. Please oppose this tax rate increase.
Mahalo,

-'2
Akiko Nakazato

RCL-Ii'/ilD
From:

Edwin Clarke <clarkepe@hotmaif.com>

Sent:

Monday, May 06, 2019 8:31 Alvl

To:

County Clerk

2019 HAY -6 AH 9^ 08

Subject

Proposed Increase in short term rental property taxes.-.

Qp y[.j;:

COUNTY CLERK
Aloha

We own a beachfront condo In Maalaea,for the past 20 years and frequently spend several months a year
there. We rent our condo on a short term basis and pay discriminatory taxes to both the state and
county. We have watched our guests spend more to support local businesses than many of the local
people. In our opinion an increase in the short term rentals tax will be highly discriminatory and will fringe on
taxation with out representation.
Ed and Jane Clarke

From:

Gerald Rafson <gjrafson@gmail.com>

ri[:c:. \rD
lu 7 co

Sent:

Tuesday, May 07,2019 7:48 AM

To:

County Clerk

ZBI9 MAY -7 AH 7^ 58

Subject:

Tax Rate Testimony - Disabled Persons Property Tax ExempJiptjciQ^ Qp yj-jQ;
COUNTY CLERK

Dear Maui County Council Members:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the upcoming County property tax
proposals.
I request that also consider raising the $25,000 property tax exemption amount for
nersons with disabilities.

01

I understand the current $25,000 exemption amount was set nearly 40 years ago in
1980. Considering what has happened to property values during that period oftime,

perhaps an upward adjustment commensurate with the property value increases would
be appropriate.
I am a disabled person on a fixed income and appreciate your consideration of this
request.

Sincerely,
Gerald Rafson

lOOHauoliSt. #311

Wailuku,HI 96793

From:

Duane Smith <drsmith181@gmail.com>

Sent:
To:

Thursday, May 09, 2019 3:59 AM
County Clerk

[i|^y _9

y- jij

Cc;

JeffSmith

Subject:

Written Testimony for Council Meeting on May 10, ZM^UNTY CLERK

Council of the County of Maui
Economic Department and Budget Committee

RE: Written Testimony for Councii Meeting on May 10, 2019: Proposed tax rate increase for Short-Term
Rentai Tax Classifications

Dear Committee Chair Keani N. W. Rawiins-Fernandez and Economic Development and Budget Committee
Committee Members,

My brother and I are writing in testimony to support a fair tax rate for short-term vacation rentais. We own a
condominium unit at Papakea Resort on Maui.
The proposed 15.8% increase ($9.28 to $10.75) in the tax rate for short-term rentals such as ours would be a
significant burden for us. The increase, combined with the property assessment we received this year, would

result in an actuai increase in our annual property taxes of 57.2%.
Our parents originaiiy purchased the property in the mid-1970's as a second home because of their love of
everything that Maui had to offer. Since their passing, it remains a cherished second home for my brother and
i and our families.

Like our parents, we rent the property to other foiks who are on vacation in Maui. Our condominium is not a
time-share unit and it certainly is not part of the hotel industry that dominates the islands. We make no
appreciable income from renting our place. Doing so only helps us make our payments.

A dramatic increase in the tax rate, such as the one proposed, will serve to increase rental rates. A major
incentive for tourists traveling to any destination is cost. With a fair tax rate, rents can continue to be charged
at levels which attract tourists to Maui.

A fair tax will also benefit the multitude of businesses on Maui that depend on the vacation rental industry. A

dramatic increase in the tax rate is a real threat to Jobs and subsequently individual and family lifestyles.
Thank you for your consideration of our testimony and we hope that a fair and reasonable tax bill will result.
Duane R. Smith

Jeffrey M. Smith

Owners: Papakea Unit D-402

From:

Cindy Pate <Cindy.Pate@waIdorfastoria.com> on behalf of JP Oliver

Sent:

Subject:

Thursday, May 09, 2019 10:34 AM
County Clerk
Vote No to higher property tax

Attachments:

05092019100644-0001.pdf

<JP.OIiver@waldorfastoria.com>
To:

c>o
To:

The Honorable Council

O Tt

From:

The Citizens of Maul

C"n

Vote NO to the property tax increase.
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John Paul Oliver
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Managing Director
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Grand Wallea, A Waldorf Astoria Resort
3850 Wailea Alanui, Wailea. Maui HI 96753
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Wo VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!

Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere, i know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as cioseiy
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miillons of doilars to iocal non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we beiieve we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotei-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to muitipie groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian cuiture,the betterment of our
youth,and individuai hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potentiai that our abiiity to support Kihei
Charter Schooi, Boys & Giris Ciubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua,and countiess other Maui non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations wouid be compromised or curtaiied by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityI
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as ciosely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miiiions of doiiars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to muitipie groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian cuiture,the betterment of our
youth,and individuai hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potentiai that our abiiity to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Giris Ciubs of Maui, Hul o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communityl
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere, i know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miiiions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community - not just a hotel -and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Klhei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui 0 Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maui non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME {please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that aii of our hotels corttribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community - not just a hotel - and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & GIris Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communltyl

Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that aii ofour hotels contribute back to the community In other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds Of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- notjust a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands If not millions of dollars to local'non-proflts and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not just a hotel-and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth, and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityI
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as ciosely
measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our

youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands If not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel- and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our

youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityI
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we IVIUST be good stewards of the community - notjust a hotel-and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There Is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Hul o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
tAfe VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME (please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communityl
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as cioseiy
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOT€ NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as cioseiy

measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we IVIUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we

have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies

through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.

We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely

measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not Just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME (please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be found
somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely measured as taxes,

donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea,we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we have such a

focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our youth,and individual
hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of
Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies through outright or in-kind donations would be
compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.

We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

MERLITAAGBANNA0A6

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA,HI 96753

REMEOIOSATIJERA

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

GARILYN BASSETT

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

JENNIFER BAYUDAN

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

SARA BROWN

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

LEILANICORTEZ

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

MARY CLAIRE DAOANG

3850 WAILEA ALANUI. WAILEA, HI 96753

CHELSEA FERNANDEZ

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

THELMAFETALVERO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

CHIHIRO HIRANO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI,WAILEA,HI 96753

COLETTE LADERA

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

KATRINA MADAM BA

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA. HI 96753

BUENAFE MANZANO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI,WAILEA, HI 96753

ELMA MANZANO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

TERENCIA MARINAS

3850 WAILEA ALANUI,WAILEA, HI 96753

CESAR MERTO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

TEREISTA NORIEL

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

ANNA MARIE PADER

3850 WAILEA ALANUI,WAILEA, HI 96753

ADELINA PAET

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

KEONE REYES

3850 WAILEA AWNUI,WAILEA, HI 96753

BOBBIE-JO RIVERA

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

BART SANTIAGO

3850 WAILEA ALANUI,WAILEA,HI 96753

TRISTINTAMURA

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753

KOKIJA WARREN
NOLA WHETHAM

3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753
3850 WAILEA ALANUI, WAILEA, HI 96753
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closeiy

measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miiiions of doiiars to iocai non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not Just a hotel-and that is why we

have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME (pienso print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely

measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment ofour

youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hul o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
NAME (ploasc print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Communitv Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely

measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we

have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School,Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!

Good community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings most be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wallea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- notjust a hotel-and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment ofour

youth,and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hul o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
SIGNATURE

NAME (please print)
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We Vp^ NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely

measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- notjust a hotel-and that is why we

have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School,Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE 1^0 to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communityl
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as ctoseiy
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of doiiars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment ofour
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME (please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere, i know that all ofour hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- notjust a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kautua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME (please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- notjust a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that ail of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel- and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kfnd donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
NAME (plense print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise In operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that all ofour hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wallea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not just a hotel-and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Klhel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityI
NAME (please print)
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that ali of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as cioseiy
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miiiions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communltyt
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise In operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community In otfier ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local nannrrofits and charities.

At the Grand Waliea, we believe we MUST l>e good stewards of the community- not Just a fiolel-and tfiat Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,Che bettemrent of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There Is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter Sdmol,Boys & Girls Clul» of Maul,Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies

through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that aii of our hotels contribute back to Che community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community - not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Ciubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes meansthose savings must be
found somewhere. 1 know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miilions of doiiars to locai non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not Just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communityl

Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as ciosely
measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not miiiions of doiiars to iocai non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we beiieve we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotei-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to muitipie groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian cuiture,the betterment of our
youth, and individuai hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potentiai that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Giris Ciubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maui non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations wouid be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotei communityl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miliions of doiiars to iocai non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei

Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
NAME {please print)
Andra McGuire

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

2141 Hua Place #8,Kihie, Hi 96753

A WAIDORF ASTOnC MSORI

We VOTE NO to higher Tax far the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise In operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere, i know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME (plensc print)
Carmen Collier

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

78 Waiapo Street Kihel, Hi 96753
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely

measured as taxes, donating hundredsof thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community - not just a hotel - and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances- There is a potential that our ability to support Klhei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Huio Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase In taxesWe VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME(please print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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Wo VOTe NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel eommimltyl

Good Community Stewords: A tifinlftcont rise in operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere, i know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community En other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not mliltons of dollars to local non*profits and charldes.

At the Grand Wailea,we believe we MUST be good stowards ofthe community- not just a hotet-and that ts why wo
have such a focus on giving back to muHipte groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and individual hardshh> due to unforeseen drcumstances. There Is a potentia!that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School Boys ft Girls Qubs of Maul. Hulo Wa'a Kaulua,and coundess other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic incroaso in taxes.

We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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Wo VOTE NO to highor Tox for tho rooort and holol eommunltyl

Good Community Stewtrds; A iignincint rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere, i know that ali ofour hoteis contribute back to the communityin other ways that are not as ciosefy
measured as taxes,donating hundreds ofthousands If not millionsof dollars to local nonprofits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea,we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not(uit a hotel-and that It why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our

youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen drcumstanoet. There Is a potenbai that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School,BoysS Girls Oubs of Maui. Hui o Wo'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtaUed by this drastic increase in taxes.
life VOTE NO to hightr tax for the retort and hotel eommunltyl
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We VOTE NO le higher Tax for the resort and hotel commimityl
Good Ccxnmunity Stewardi; A significant rise in operating costs through Inereaseii tanas means those savings must be

found sonesvhere. I hnow that all ofour hotels contribute back to the comraunltr in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taies, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiica,we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not just a hotel - and that Is why we
have sucha focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian cuKute,the betterment of our

youth, and indrvidual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Huio Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profrts and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTC NO to hlghertarrfor the resort and hotel communityI
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We VOTE NO to lUgher Tax for the resort anil hotel eommunityl
Good Comniunlty Stewards: A significant rise in operaUng costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. \ know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community En other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds ofthousands if not mitQons ofdollars to local non^iroflts and charities.

At the Grand Waitea,we believe we MUST be good stewards of the communitv- not Just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on ghring bade to muttlple groups Irt areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our

youth,and Individual hardship due to unforeseen drcumstances. There Is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul,Hulo Wa'a Kaulua,and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic Irtcrease in taxes.
We VOTE NO to Mgher tax for the resort and hotel eommunityl
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Wo VOTE NO to higher Tax for tho resort and hotel communltyl

Good Commimlty Slewardi: A significant rise in operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all ofour hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as doseiy
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not miiilons ofdollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wallea, we believe we MUST be good stewards ofthe community- not Just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to mulllpfe groups in areas such as education,Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth,and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihoi
Charter Sclrool, Boys & Girls Oubs of Maul, Hulo Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profiu and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would bo compromised or curtailed by this drastic Increase In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
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We VOTE NO to higher TaK for the resort and hotel communltyl

Good Communltv Slewardi: A signllicant rise m opetall/ig costs through Increased ta>es means those savings must be
found somewhere. I ktww that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands If not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not Just a hotel-and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth, and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There ise potential that our ability to support Klhel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hulo Wa'a Xaulue.and countlessother Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drasbc Inaease In taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher lax lor the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME Ipln.isG print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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Wo VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel eemmunltyl

Good Cocnmunlly Stewards; A significant rise In OM'ating cosu throu^ Increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that all of out hotels contribute back to the toitimunlty In other ways that are not as dosely
measured as taies, donating hundreds of thousands If isot millions of dollars to local non-profits and tdsaritles.

At the Grand Wallea,we believe we IHUST be good stewards of thecommunlly-not just a hotel-and that Is why we
tiave such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth, and Indtvldual hardship due to unforeseen dicunistanccs. There is a potential that our ability to"support Nhe)
CharterSchookBoysa Girls Oubs of Maul, HuloWa'a Kaulua, ar>d countless olher Maul non-profits and agencies
throughoutilghtorln-krnddorallonswouldbecompromlsedorcuflailedbythlsdrasUcincrea'solntaxes.
We VOTE NO lo higher tax for the resort end hotel communitvl
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel eommunityl

Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through Increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community In other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands If not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.
At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community - not just a hotel - and that Is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our
youth, and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihel
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hui o Wa'a Kauiua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel communityl

Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that ali of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups In areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth,and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hul o Wa'a Kaolua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or In-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communityl
NAME(please print)
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W© VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise In operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere- I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in odier ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture, the betterment of our

youth, and Individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Oiarter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
NAME {please print)
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We VOTE M^o higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards: A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be
found somewhere. I know that all of our hotels contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as closely
measured as taxes, donating hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Wailea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community- not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian culture,the betterment of our

youth,and individual hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter School, Boys & Girls Clubs of Maul, Hul o Wa'a Kaulua, and countless other Maul non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel communltyl
NAME (please print)

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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We VOTE NO to higher Tax for the resort and hotel community!
Good Community Stewards; A significant rise in operating costs through increased taxes means those savings must be

found somewhere. I know that aii of our hoteis contribute back to the community in other ways that are not as ciosely
measured as taxes,donating hundreds of thousands if not miliions of doiiars to local non-profits and charities.

At the Grand Waiiea, we believe we MUST be good stewards of the community-not just a hotel-and that is why we
have such a focus on giving back to multiple groups in areas such as education, Hawaiian cuiture,the betterment of our
youth, and individuai hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. There is a potential that our ability to support Kihei
Charter Schooi, Boys & Giris Ciubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua,and countiess other Maui non-profits and agencies
through outright or in-kind donations would be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes.
We VOTE NO to higher tax for the resort and hotel community!
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Kelly T. King, Council Chair
Keani Rawllns-Fernandez, Council Vice-chair & EDB Chair
Council of the County of Maui
The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua
One Ritz-Carlton Drive

Lahalna HI 96761

(808)669-6200

Friday, April 10,2019

Opposing Proposed Increases for Hotel & Resort Real Property Tax rates

Aloha Council Chair Kelly King, Vice-chair Keani Rawlins-Fernandez, and Council Members of the County
of Maui. Mahalo for allowing me this opportunity to submit a written testimony in opposition to the
proposed increase in the hotel and resort real property tax rate.

I have been a property owner and resident of Maui for 12 years and working in the hospitality industry
for the same amount of time. I depend on the success of the hospitality industry to put food on the
table, care for family and friends, and provide a stable household. I was working in the hospitality
industry in 2008 when the market/banks suffered, and I witnessed first-hand the drastic change in the
industry, the amount of people we had to let go, and those that had to find another job as their hours

were decreased. The proposed increase in hotel and resort real property tax from $9.37 to $15.41 is a
drastic rise that could have similar repercussions to those from that time.

The market for preferred visitor destinations is constantly changing and we in Hawaii are constantly at
threat of being out priced. We need to maintain the ability to thrive in a competitive market. We need
people to choose Maui over every other destination in the world.
We are blessed to live in Maui County. We are so fortunate that Maui County has a very successful
hospitality industry which generates great revenues for the County(and State)through taxes. Opposing
the proposed rate increase does not mean we are opposed to generating needed revenue for the
County. With proper hotel ownership, and their investments, we can ultimately increase our ADR and
therefore generate more revenue. Ownership groups might think twice about investing in our properties
given this proposed tax structure. Once again, creating a very unstable work environment for the people
that live here.

I believe the proposed increase in hotel and resort real property tax is unnecessary and will have
detrimental effects for a few reasons noted below:

Upholding our Commitment to Community: I have been fortunate enough to participate and articulate
the Community Footprints program at The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua. I know how difficult it is to raise
charitable funds to be able to support these community programs. If there is a significant rise in
operating costs through increased taxes it means that those savings must be found somewhere. At The
Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua we have a focus on giving back to multiple groups and causes including
environmental preservation, education, Hawaiian culture, and the betterment of our youth. Our ability
to support The Boys & Girls Clubs of Maui, Maui Food Bank, Women Helping Women,Pu'u Kukui
Watershed Preserve, The Maui Hotel & Lodging Association, and countless other Maui nonprofits and

agencies through outright or in-kind donations would potentially be compromised or curtailed by this
drastic increase in taxes.

Alternative & Illegal Accommodations: These illegal rentals pay real property taxes at the much lower
residential rate, and many do not pay any GET or TAT taxes at all. My aunt has owned and operated a
B&B here on Maul for more than 25 years. She has done this legally. It is very frustrating to watch the
hotel and B&B operations that do things legally get punished when all of these other illegal STRs still
operate illegally. If the desire is to gain additional funds for the County through taxes, identify these
illegal STRs and demand compliance or penalize. Those illegal rentals which then become permitted as
B&Bs and STRs will contribute added tax dollars both through their increased real property tax rate and
their TAT taxes. Secondly, guests who would have gone to these illegal, unpermitted rentals will again
return to legal accommodations, raising our occupancies and contributing more to the economy. And
lastly and perhaps most beneficial is it will reduce the strain on our local neighborhoods and
communities by removing so many of these illegal rentals.

in conclusion, I am proud that we are consistently ranked as one of the top destinations in the world and
have experienced great successes in the past few years, i want to be able to say that i go to the best
beaches, work for the best resorts, and that I live where others vacation. We have seen an incredible

evolution in the travel industry and we need to ensure that we are always innovating the Maui
experience to maintain these rankings. This drastic increase in taxes may result in less experiences,
lessons and memories for our guests as they travel to Maui. Finding the proper balance between
commerce, community, and culture is a fine line and i believe there is a better way to do so than raising
the real property tax rate as proposed. At the end of the day, our islands and our local people will suffer
if and when business slows down or people look elsewhere for their family vacation due to high costs in
Hawaii and Maui.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit my testimony and i am confident that you will all seek the
proper solution for Maui County.
Mahalo,

Angela Berkey
Human Resources Manager

The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua

Kelly T. King, Council Chair
Keani Rawlins-Fernandez, Council Vice-chair & EDB Chair
Council of the County of Maui

Cassandra L Cockett
3894 Mahinahina Street

Lahaina, Hawaii 96761
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Testimony Opposing Proposed Increase in Hotel & Resort Real Property Tax rates
Aloha e Council Chair Keliy King, Vice-chair Keani Rawlins-Fernandez, and Councilmembers of the County
of Maui. Mahalo for the opportunity to express my strong opposition to the proposed increase In the
hotel and resort real property tax rate.

I have worked in hotels for 30 years and currently work at The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua in the Human
Resources Department. Working in the hospitality industry has allowed me to provide a good life for my
ohana and myself. Knowing that I work at a place that gives back to the community,supports its
employees,and is a good steward of the 'aina is very important to me.

At the Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua we have a focus on giving back to multiple groups and causes including
education, Hawaiian culture, and the betterment of our youth. Our ability to support the Boys & Girls
Clubs of Maui, Hui o Wa'a Kaulua, Maui Food Bank, Women Helping Women, Pu'u Kukui Watershed
Preserve and countless other Maui nonprofits and agencies through outright or in-kind donations would
potentially be compromised or curtailed by this drastic increase in taxes
Working in Human Resources I get to see firsthand the work my property does in helping the larger
Maui community. I see it when we host local Maui nonprofits and charities for free, when we raise
money for the Maui Charity Walk, when we help an employee going through hardship like having their
house burn down,and when we donate our time, room nights and other things to everyone's silent
auctions and fundraisers, it is part of what we love to do, helping our community,and I am worried that
if we keep on making it more expensive to do business here that this kind of help will be harder to justify
and give.
In conclusion, while we are consistently ranked as one of the top destinations in the world and have
experienced great successes in the past few years, the changing landscape of travel and the traveler
themselves are looking for what is better, cheaper, closer to home,and to their needs threatens our
industry. This drastic increase in taxes may result in less experiences, lessons and memories for our
guests as they travel to Maui. Finding the proper balance between commerce,community, and culture is
a fine line and we believe there is a better way to do so than raising the real property tax rate as
proposed. While our engine is running strong, it is constantly at threat of being under serviced,
undervalued, or out priced by other destinations that can do more for less. At the end of the day, our
islands and our local people will suffer when business slows down,or people look elsewhere for their
family vacation due to high costs in Hawaii and Maui.

It is my humble request and hope that the County Council will oppose this tax rate increase so we can
continue to do more than just fill the hotel but continue to donate our time and resources to helping
those less fortunate and those who need it.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinion. Please oppose this tax rate increase.
Mahalo^

Cassie Cockett

Dear Kelly King,

I would like to take this opportunity to express my concerns over the Real Property Tax increase proposal. I had the
pleasure of joining the audience in the last testimony hearing and feel compelled to also share my thoughts. Currently, I
hold the position of Director of Human Resources at The Ritz-Carlton in Kapalua for the last two years. While I am
originally from Chicago, I was blessed with an amazing opportunity to work in Hawaii and have now been here almost 8
years. I have lived and worked on the island of Lana'i for three years where i met my husband. Big Island for about three
years and now Maui the last two years.
Each island I have lived on, I worked in Human Resources for a different resort and experienced the peaks and valleys of

the economics of a large hotel operation. I have worked in hotels that have been up for sale three to four times in a twoyear period. I vividly remember while on Lana'i when David Murdoch stopped investing in the property and we could not
even afford to buy office supplies. While on the Big Island, an owner continued to defer critical maintenance on an aging
product that impacted the hotels ability to meet the customers' expectations and in turn effected the morale of the
employees working there. There was a time we were about to be purchased by a company from Asia who made it clear
that rebranding efforts would be underway and the possibility of loosing our jobs felt imminent.

I have aiso had the pleasure of working in a hotel with strong owners willing to make necessary and continued
investments into the property. Currently, where I am at now, Blackstone not only supports all necessary property
investments, but they are helping us learn how to run our business more successfully. They have invested in expert
consultants to help our team learn and grow In areas such as Food & Beverage, Sales and Public Relations. They
prioritized a relationship with our Director of Culture to ensure decisions made regarding decor, construction, name and
design had the blessing our of his expert advice. We are beyond fortunate to have an Investment company like
Blackstone as our current ownership group. It was only a few years ago that this property was owned by the bank and
because of little to no investment we are still recovering from that time.
Hotels and Resorts depend on investors to ensure the future of their businesses are bright and growing. But owners

come in all shapes and sizes. We need good strong owners willing to make investments and property improvements.
Good owners are managing these assets with the expectation of a profit and a return on the investment. Those are not

bad thingsl Everyone wins when we have good owners, when business is successful, and unemployment remains low.
The reason for making these points is that I feel strongly the increased taxes on hotels and resorts only detracts future
investors. Mexico is quickly becoming a hot spot once again as people forget about Zika and crime activities there. The

Caribbean is rebuilding and both places present great investment opportunities with low labor costs and low taxes. Maui
must remain not only a premier travel destination but aiso a great investment opportunity for future owners.
Reasonable and incremental tax increases over time is the reality of doing business. However, the amount being
proposed puts Maui County at a disadvantage. We support the current budget proposed by the Mayor and not the
current revised proposals of the Council.

Mahalo for your time,
Meagan Kaiaokamalie

Director of Human Resources, The Ritz-Carlton Kapalua
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Dear Chair Rawllns-Femandez, Vice-Chair King and
Members of the Economic Development and Budget Committee,

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on Real Property Tax Rates.

With the Council's second look, we appreciate you looking towards a more equitable share of
increases across the board and that you have considerably reduced the high amounts previously
proposed for hotel/resort, timeshare and short-term rentals.
The business sector, with its owners and team members, are residents and part of the wonderful

community. We are willing to join in paying a fair share to be part of an equitable solution to
keep Maui No Ka Oi and address needed improvements, including generating additional funds
for affordable housing and rentals. In this and many other areas like water, roadway improve
ments and more, it is incumbent upon us all to have a more equitable stake.
And, as we will have to make cuts in our business and family budgets to pay a bit more, we hope

that our County will also look at ways to be more efficient and invest in the progress as well.

Here are our thoughts on the rate classifications for more equitable and sustainable solutions.
Homeowner

We appreciate that the Council included an increase for homeowners as well, as they have had
historically low rates, but benefit from County services and are an important part of a sustainable
solution.
Aaricultural

As a community, we have chosen to subsidize agriculture as It Is a difficult and volatile industry.

Federal regulations, high shipping and labor costs, etc. are all impacting our agriculture Industry.
There Is also the issue of water availability. The Chamber has always stood in support of Maui's
agricultural industry as it is a key component of our sustainability. However, if we are asking all
to pull together for the improvement of our County, then the agricultural Industry should not be
left out. Currently, we see that their valuations will go up slightly and we suspect that is why a

$.06 decrease is proposed, but we feel they should be looking at a level rate, at a minimum, to
share in the increases that we are seeking County wide.

95 Mahalani Street, Suite 22A, Waituku, Hawaii 96793
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Commercial/Industrial

The challenge with these categories is that the valuations are based on such broad categories
that the hit to micro-, small- and medium-sized businesses is not well understood or recognized.

The Mayor proposed an increase because valuations decreased in these two broad categories to
be revenue neutral. However, only the large properties whose valuations decreased (golf cours
es, grocery stores, etc.) will see their costs remain the same with this increase. For those whose
valuations stayed the same or increased, they will take a hit when others will be paying the
same. Many micro-, small- and medium-sized businesses rent in these areas and their lessor
will be passing on the higher RPT amount to their tenants, impacting our micro-, small-, and
medium- sized local businesses. Therefore, we feel that more differentiation is needed in these

categories moving fonward to get to a fairer solution.
Hotel/Resort

First, we deeply appreciate that there has been a reduction in this rate from the earlier proposal,
but feel it needs to be further reduced.

As valuations for hotels and resorts, timeshares and short-term rentals are increasing and if the

RPT rate remains the same as FY19, the county would still make an additional $14M in revenue

from these categories. Therefore, their investment is already well above revenue neutral, so the
Mayor's proposed increase seems fair given what all are being asked to contribute. But, with the
proposed Real Property Tax increase beyond the increase in valuations, many properties will see
a 50% or more increase in their Real Property Taxes. Hotel and resort properties will be hit expo
nentially harder, outside of their budget season, and the impact will be felt.
The proposed Increase is the largest in 15 years and we cannot ignore the trickle down affects to
our community for an industry that directly or indirectly employs 75% of our population. The
industry weil understands that passing such an increase will equates to less visitors. Less
visitors equates to less spending, less spending equates to reduced revenue for: properties,
local shops, Made In Maul County products, activities, restaurants, farm tours, shave ice stands,

and more. The sector realizes they can't fully pass it on as the negative impacts are too great.
Higher costs that don't equate to increased revenue equal budget cuts—plain and simple. The
money has to come from somewhere, which means It is not available for additional hires, wage
increases for outstanding employees, education and training programs, facility improvements
and more—areas that do improve the bottom line. They will also have to look at other ways to
make up this cost, including cutting charitable giving, cutting staff, and moving to technologies
and automated services.
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Without an International airport that brings direct flights, we have higher costs to get visitors here
and with proposed cuts to the Maul Visitors Bureau's funding, the hotels and resorts will be
wounded on multiple fronts as they try and stay relevant and top of mind in highly competitive
markets worldwide where other regions cost far less and regions are Investing more to retain and
grow market share. They will also have to shift funds for this purpose.
We ask that you hear the industry, analyze and understand the impacts of increasing the RPT
rate on this industry and not seek such an extreme amount.
Timeshare

We appreciate that this rate has been lowered, but still feel it is too high. For a number of years,

timeshares were hit at an extraordinary level with RPT increases and we need to remember how
this industry shores us up during times of disasters and recession. We appreciated the Mayor's

effort to recognize this and bring this rate down, but feel this rate should be in line with the final
rates for other visitor accommodations.
Short-Term Rental

We can understand the impulse to dramatically increase RPT rates for short-term rentals as a
way to try and control short-term rental growth. However, this rate significantly impacts those who
are acting legally within the guidelines and area constraints provided by law and will have a
minimum impact on those operating illegally. The Maul Chamber of Commerce only supports
legally operated short-term rentals and strongly feels that enforcement of illegal short-term
rentals is urgently needed. In terms of additional revenue for the county, with the increased fines

established by the last election, enforcement should begin immediately and has the potential to
generate substantial revenue for our county while also positively Impacting affordable housing

and rentals when Illegal operations are shut down. We feel this rate should be lowered as well.
We appreciate the shared solutions being sought and ask for continued review to create equita
ble solutions that generate resources with reasonable rates so that we do not create more harm
than good.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony.
Sincerely,

Pamela Tumpap
President

95 Mahalani Street, Suite 22A, Walluku, Hawaii 96793
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JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oDPose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

/\s a hotel worker and registered voter, i stromacjUv oppose the syoigested tax mz
crease to the hotel & resort real p5''ODet''tv ta3( rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs v\/lth good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Qjias'
Signature:

Address:

ff STi
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stroracjiSv oppose the syqqested tax jjv
crease to the hotel! & resoiit rea2 rprooeirtv tax arate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals — many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: A/iS'
Signature:

Lcilypiif

Address:

til %7(p/

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax Increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i strooa8v O!os>ose tSie SMCjcieste^t^Jrh
crease to the hote^ & iresosi: s'eaE psfoperty tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the i\yiayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print

Signatui
Address:

As a hotel worker and registered voter,

crease to the hotel & resotrt reaB lorooeBtv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my joo.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name

Signature;

Address;

JOBS ARE AT STAKEI
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address;

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

LourdeQ C-

Signature:

Address:

Paila Cjrcl-^ k.£ihi^ hu fl/.

JOBS ArIE M SmiCi
As a hotel wor!<ei and I'egistered voter; 1 sts'-osiaiiv oppose te sqgsested

m-:

crease to the hotei a resort real Di,"ODer^£v;.tax rate^ The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs v^/ith good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals ■" many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
n.-:

int Name:

Signature

Address:

(dII

9{7W>(XOllufQ-

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

UlclAjyo

Signature:

Address:

fOl

Jq UiKfl M'

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

ouru

Signature:

Address:

_

1(/W

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a iarge tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposais - many Maui residents' iivelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

USqu

Signature:

Address:

FaWU

/A' H

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

AkITomi^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, i stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
A

'

Signature:"
Address:

e

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax In

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

^ A /4 r'J (J!}V()

Signature:

Address:

—c)

7

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

\W
V.

Signature:
I

Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: (
Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

Address:

A^cflla
_r

k/a^oIo cJ^ctiy

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, i stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

S

Signature:

j

Address:

5"77

Si.

jfj.

As a hotel worker and registered voter.

i"-.

crease to the hotel & yesort real! oropeirtv tax irate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many IVlaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

->o

/rtx

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv ODPOse the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oPDose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

/

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

P-

Signature:

Address:

AV£.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronQlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, t stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
V

Print Name:(MftUA

Signature:
Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Nam©.

—

Signature:
Address:

r>

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

UlKOHM/j Hi

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

A[M IVj

Signature:

Address:

l/li^ I

palH
iP*"

A\s a hotel worker and registered voter, I strosiaiv oppose the siagqestedte^".
crease to the hotel & resooi: real orooegtv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many iVIaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name;

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

^6^^^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: ."Svm

Signature: L
Address:

CAkc.w.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

JyL

Signature:
Address:

§"^30

m\

As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stiro8iaSv oppose the siicigested tax in-.
crease to the hotel & resort reaS orooeirtv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits aind such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many IVIaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

PP-apz,

Signature:
Address:

V^oP-'Ti^

Wic, IVvp,

Lu-U v-v.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name;
O-

4.

Signature: /
Address:

^J)

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i stroragBv oppose the syggested tax in-.
crease to the hotel & resort sreaS

tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

7

Adores,:

'

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Piease reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

AifC

^

7^-

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

i: 4kh Ca li Vii

Print Name

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

_

IcQUm-UI

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

^

_

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: Ba-Si'IiScl

M-

Signature:
Address:

j&j.

?i--

dA-SjO

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i stronciiiv oppose
crease to the hotel & msorl

tax [n-.

rororoert^/ tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many IVIaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

big nature:

Address:

As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stroaTigiiv oiapose the syigeiested tax.Mcrease to the hote! & ^esosi: stqsiE property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

-

Signature:

Address:

W

^1^32-

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents* livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^

fc

if

IS.

As a hoiei worker and registered voter, istrojiglSLoppose
crease to the hotel 8i resort real [oroipeEiiv tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

C-kl
t

Signature:

Address:

-ysi

j//X

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

SC

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaly oDPOse the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

v- v Ck.kr'

Signature:

Address:

^

\A( 96753

JOBS AI^E M SmiCES
As a hotel worker and registered voter, i strosigSy oppose aie sy^55^£ed.ta;'i
crease to the hotel St resort (I'eal propes'tv tax rate. The hotel industry provioes qooo

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayors real
property tax proposals - many IViaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

rint Name: CViaoVcWe Grossman
Signature:

Address:

PS' Toa\o loop WVYa-COA

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i strosisglv og>g?ose the siiagiested.tax
crease to the hotel & resort S''eal property'tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs vv'lth good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name; j
^ 0^ I

cL^

Sianature

Address:

X-p

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax In
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

LAHAiWA

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

0^ (4 U ^^

Signature:

Address:

4^1

^M (

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax In
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

P£l^^ CACUV
Cvw
U

JOBS ARE AT
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

Address:

SPTi,

I , ^ fcl31^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotet & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

iL

Signature:

Address:

I

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name; LAAJ^^
Signature:

Address:

7^ KlMhdA

tH

JOBS ARE AF STAKE!
As a hotei woii<er and registered voter, 1 stE-os-a^iiv oiODose the gy^g^tedtax
crease to the hotefe & resort !i''©a^ oroD8E'"iy

rste. The hotel industry provides qooq

paying jobs v\/ith good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the iViayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

lhZ(

Si.

^j

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiy oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

>

Signature:
Address:

w j fy^J)

^
^ ^^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

'

Address:

^ fft- ^^73"^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax Increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
'

Address:

*

As a hotel worker and registered voter, il stroinojlv oppose the syjijmsted.tax in-.
crease to the hotel & resort resii rororoeiilY tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

3.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

f 1^0tti 3K L/

Signature:

Address:

-f^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^4'P

ij

JOBS AiRfc
As a hotel worker and registered voter, S stroiiigiiv oiepose tjie sy^s5Sted.i^ hi-:
crease to the hotel

resoirt ir'Soil propeiriLv' tax ratec The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and sruch a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals ~ many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name; ^ c ^C4

QcUojrrh

Signature:

Address:

fi{. %-iq^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

/~Ll

y" *9^^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

T.

Signature:

Address:

C\r^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

5^-/^

KahiijAi

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name;

O

Signature:

Address:

^

sT

tcAyULU/ M!

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase couid jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

t4a^t

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

/lOari^ fau] Guerrero

Signature:

Address:

GTh Holua Df/Ve, k.ahu(ut HT

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

r\~^ A/.

Signature:
/

Address:

^5?- p, (Mgi

(i^i It/,
q(^>3Cj

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: |vJrigy| GumhcO TR
Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' iiveiihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: j-] a r /y( o^l

Ha ix-e r! n,cl

Signature:

f>l

Address:

^O^

(^\ ol O

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: OllLDfl^ ]\-mUpO
Signature:

Address:

K-fri^LlA'

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

/

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' iivelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

I- 13£
<

Signature:

Address:

/-AUAl I^A

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: - ^^

Signature:
Address:

^

/C A/2-

-3^^^
/it S-/-

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase couid jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

j/l/^UKVMA

JCJl

K"
Zi

As a hotei worker and registered voter, i strosiqgy o83oose the syggested tax n' %z
oresse to the hotei Si resort t-ea^ oiroper'ftf tax rste^ The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs y\/ith good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

s-^i'i/iAhifi

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronQlv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a iarge tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

PiClfa

Signature:

Address:

iTO tCoahKmanuc

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

V>,o\r.c\

VlGtUi^

JOBS ARE AT
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: te\\\
Signature:

Address:

\)>YMAL

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

\k\h

mWw.(h\A^h

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: (3EN

V- L4MSAM

Signature:

Address:

'2-Z''0

au^ ABE
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I

f oppose tiie

tax wt

crease to the hotel & resort reaS pmoectv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals ~ many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Aad»,s:

f'"'-

As a hotel worker and registered voter, IMmogly.oE^s©

crease to the hotel & resort mal property tax rate- The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals ~ many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name

Signature:

ess:

Addn

LA

pratr/ H j

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature: ^

Address:

i/e']

/C

///■

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiy oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

C- U? LDCUI 3^71/?

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real proDertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax In
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: \\\sr'^\\0
Signature:
Address:

S

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

/V^T/A^

Signature:

Address:

^

70/

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Wendy

Signature:

Address:

M(3W| j H\

As a hotel woi'ker and registered voter, i stronsgSv opi^ose the.su0geM®d.,tax i|i;i
crease to the hotel & resort E''ea^ lOitf'ODGB'tv ta^c rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

A\d dress:

thf ^^9-^

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i strompSv og^pose the syjicjesjecitax Increase to the hotel 8i resoB't reai propeirlv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs vv/ith good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
properly tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

(2

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
t

Signature:

Address:

VoOCK —iOo^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real proDertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Nanne:

M!R-t'A /Vt B-

Signature:

Address:

/Q37 MAI<ALII

.

m^i H-i

As a hotel workei' and registered voter, i strooaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resosi: real

tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs \with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Mlaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

yiihcri/! fi. lAhii

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

,.>0

Signature;

Address:

^^

t C^.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name;

K\j ll'O' Rrof

Signature:
Address:

311 l<a\^lcin<^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

\\kV^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Nam©:

pOj vn v7lVVQ 1"

Signature: cy,Q\QiU-touA
Address;

pvyjOlO

P\<^QC

Kqnv/llV\ l HI

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
properly tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

: tyfh'ld'Tf

Print Name

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name;

Signature:

Address:

<3^"/^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: fiV\aA\n \( Signature:
Address:

ggQ

pp

Aa\aax \1\

As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strosicaiv oppose the suggested tax Lri!:
crease to the hote^ & resoci: real oropertv tex rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs wWh good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name;

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiy oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: O
Signature:

Address:

LA HAl

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

f.

Signature:

Address:

/h

priiee,

/AT

"jji

As 6

£r-\iii

B ^TTiEiNi'-fcWti

worker and registered voter, 1 stros^gih^ oppose tjie st^j^es/leci

yi-:;

crease to the iiotel 8i resort rec3^ E^tf'operfcv ta)c rate, ihe hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's rea!
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be al stake.
D

lint Name;

SignciiLii

Address:

n

/^fLi

JOBS ARE AT STAKEI
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^92-

5T

JOBS M
As a hotel worker and registered voter. tl stroriqiv oppose the

tax sn-

crease to the hotel & resort mai rgroipeirihf tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase couid jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals -- many Mlaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
\

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax In
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: ^ 11

^

Signature:

Address:

t^A\^

Q ft

K A ft t)

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronqlv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:I
Signature:

Address:

■ IfjHO

M

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

N

5k£

As a hotel worker and registered voter, i stsrosicgSv oppose the suggested tax in-.
crease to the hotel & resort reaS oropeirtv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many IVIaui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

-1

Signature;

Address:

3^A.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Slica'i

Signature:
Address:

30 lcmklo<5i, di/e.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Piease reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name

Signature:
Address:

iAKabiu

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

V Y\

PpA

Signature:

Address:

^

l-V\ . ^616/

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

*3^0

tSV"

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents* livelihoods couid be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^S'1 ^^^57

JOBS mE AT SI
As a hotel woykev and registered voter, i stroiiiailv oppose the suciqested.tax jn.r
crease to the hotel Si resort mal ompertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could foe at stake.
Tint Name:

Signature:
Address:

-

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

tloh!
77^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real Dropertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: LoWjam "VofjAmi
Signature:

Address:

^5% Po.\q Ciy-plf UWlui Mgui %.

-r"

:-.4—n

As a hotel worker and registered voter,

opoose me;

lax jn-

crease to the hotel & resoiii real roropert^r tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Mafcriresidents" livelihoods could be at stake.
Print Name:

/

Signature:

Address:

■ /t

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

U]

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:

Address:

i^^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

1

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name: p" 11 f
Signature:

Address:

;

^5^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, \ stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

^2

^. tmniA

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:
Signature:
Address:

D/osp/(C>o

JugM

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name;

Signature:

Address;

0^^

^

Lit

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a iarge tax increase couid jeopardize my job.
Piease reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods couid be at stake.

Print Name:

ca3 Oi

^■ Tu rh

Signature:

Address:

bb

///

JOBS AFIE M SMiCE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, i sts-osiqliv oppose the SLi.gaes:|ed tail L'b
crease to the hotel & resort E'eai foropert^r tax ratec The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs v\/ith good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize rny job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.
-Tint Name:

W/6s«

Signature:

iXifll ulkn, N1

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel Industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

\

Signature:

Address:

Wi^Y-cxO.\ CK

Y\0

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I strongly oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real propertv tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a iarge tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

V- b

\C, m t

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's reai
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' iivelihoods couid be at stake.

Print Name

Address:

/fln^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature

Address: ll

^ AyV-VCM

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronaiv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax Increase could jeopardize my job.

Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

^7

o!-

hr&iiuku.

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in

crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good
paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maui residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:
Address:

^

JOBS ARE AT STAKE!
As a hotel worker and registered voter, I stronalv oppose the suggested tax in
crease to the hotel & resort real property tax rate. The hotel industry provides good

paying jobs with good benefits and such a large tax increase could jeopardize my job.
Please reconsider the proposed tax increase and consider supporting the Mayor's real
property tax proposals - many Maul residents' livelihoods could be at stake.

Print Name:

Signature:

Address:

